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Krista Halverson

here isn't much you can do for a true believer. Says Grandpa,
anyway. I don't believe him so much. Grandpa says if you get
to chinking you can feel everything on the inside, then when
you finally come out of yourself, you're holding onto nothing. He doesn't believe in angels or dreams, or even the pygmies I
showed him in National Geographic-but chat's just for spite. I got
a garden-in-a-box chis year for my fifteenth birthday and he says,
now chat's something you can put some faith into, Lia. Not some
six-year-old's fairy tale. He's referring to the recent "spiritual experience" of my little brother Randy, who's the youngest person I
know to have had one. For my pare-all questions includedI believe it happened the way Randy said it did, two months ago,
when he fell out of a tree.
None of us saw Randy fall, but we were all supposed to be
watching him. Darren was the closest, weeding by the side of the
house. And he's the oldest, so he should have known. Good grief,
I was in the backyard with Matt picking rocks out of the dirt and

T
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chucking chem in a bucket. But it wasn't Darren's fault. Mom and
Dad were due home and we'd been playing basketball next door
instead of getting the lawn ready for re-seeding. If we didn't finish, I knew we wouldn't get any of the donuts they'd bring home.
I thought me and Matt could clear all the rocks out of the
lawn in a few minutes if we turned up the music loud and got
cracking, as Mom would say. There were a lot more rocks than I
thought. We were on our hands and knees, arms splayed out,
hands groping for rocks in all those mounds of tilled dust. Then
I heard Darren yell and throw his trowel. He ran to the front yard
and got on his knees, grabbing Randy's shoulders in his big hands.
"What happened Randy?"
"Whoa. I fell off that one." Randy pointed vaguely to
where his jump rope was hanging on a narrow branch near the
top of our willow.
No way that was possible. The willow tree is our lawn's
major piece. The branch he pointed to was higher than our roof
In fact, it's the tallest thing in our whole neighborhood, which is
why every kid wants to climb it and why none of our parents will
let us. The roots roll out a good three feet before they go under.
When I lie underneath, looking up, the highest branches are
almost too far away to focus on. An acorn couldn't fall that far
without shattering.
Darren told Randy to sit still. He kept yelling back to us as
he went to the house to call an ambulance.
"Randy, hold still. He shouldn't be moving his arms! Get
him to cut that out!" We couldn't keep Randy still. I don't know
how he even stood up, but he did . I heard a sudden, shrill sound
like a screen door opening. Only the sound was coming out of a
woman, and she was coming across the street toward us. I recognized her as a new lady who'd moved into the ward and onto our
block. If you live in our part of Arizona you're more likely Mormon
than not. They seem to know where to come.
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The woman was crying and I saw Matt make a face and turn
away. He made the same face in testimony meeting and whenever
Dad put his arm around him. I hoped chis lady wouldn't notice.
Judging by the quantity of tears she was gushing, I doubted she'd
notice if she fell into an open manhole.
"I saw it," she wailed in a high voice. Every time she drew
in a breach I could hear a screen door opening. "I saw him fall."
She had co gee by on one syllable at a time.
"He fell from there. He fell so slow." She heaved and her
hands fluttered. "He fell right there." She pointed co the sidewalk
pavement.
My parents got home and within minutes the neighbors
were swarmed on our lawn. le looked like a barbecue, without
the food. The ambulance wasn't even close enough yet to hear
but everyone somehow knew there was trouble at our house.
My mom went through every explanation of how a sixyear-old can fall so far without getting hurt. Her friend next door
and our bishop, who lives at the end of the block, started celling
stories about kids he knew whose bones would bend before
they'd break. Bishop Lloyd even used me as an example, the time
I'd flown over the handlebars of my bike into his driveway. He
said my skid marks were still there. This did not convince my
mother. Randy's just wasn't the kind of story I could see her
putting in her Relief Society lesson.
By then there were women all over Randy. The men were
all there, coo-I imagine they'd all left their lawnmowers in the
middle of che job. They stood circling che tree, patting the bark,
squinting up into its branches. The women made an opening
around my brother wide enough for my dad co pass through.
Dad sat down next co Randy and with his arm around him asked
what happened. Randy grinned, real shy. He picked at the ground
and mumbled something.
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"Say that again, son, " Dad said. "I didn't hear you, honey."
Nobody's dad calls his sons honey except mine. I think he's spent
too much time in the Primary. Randy smiled. He put his lips in
Dad's ear and whispered something that made my dad look pale.
"Randy," he said, "how about you come inside with me."
Dad put his arm on the back of Randy's neck so his thumb
was touching Randy's ear. I love it when he holds my face like
that. Randy did, too. I could tell by the way he leaned his face
into Dad's hand. He let Dad pick him up and take him inside the
house.
Everybody stopped talking but you could tell no one wanted
to go home. Most of the adults came into our house when they
got tired of looking at the tree. When the ambulance finally came
Dad brought Randy out of his room. The paramedics wanted to
take him to the hospital, but Dad said it was alright. Randy was
walking normally and Dad promised to bring him in the next
day for x-rays. My mom didn't look too happy about keeping
him at home all night. What if one of his arms puffed up in the
night, she said, or he started bleeding on the inside? But my dad
said they just needed to leave him alone for a little bit. He'd be
okay, he said, and he rubbed Randy's ear with his thumb. Randy's
whole head fit in Dad's palm. He took Randy back into his room
and came out a few minutes later.
That's when everybody sat around the kitchen table and
talked about the accident. Mom talked the most; she kept saying
how it couldn't just happen like that-he's small for his age and
things like this just don't happen. He should be dead. He should
have a concussion or a branch through his side or a broken foot,
at least. She said these things over and over again.
Dad just sat there looking at nothing. I couldn't say what he
looked like, tired or shocked or anxious. Only it wasn't a bad look
at all. It just seemed like he had some big exhausting secret and
he wished Mom would ask him about it so he could tell her.
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Mom wanted me to gee the Merck manual off the bookshelf
so she could look up scuff about concussions and fractures. le was
hard to find because we have a lot of books. Mose of chem are
hers, and a lot of chose are about the Civil War. Mom worked as a
researcher for a long time when we lived in Virginia. That was
before Randy was born .
Sister Givven was there at the cable, so of course we heard
a lot of stories. Anyone old enough to be lee in on che ward
business knows chat Sister Givven doesn't need an excuse co scare
talking, and che topic doesn't really matter. We started talking
about Randy, but she told us about her whole family. Sister
Givven's stories-like the one about her cousin who lose one of
his front teeth and kept it in his mouth, rubber-banded to the
ocher front tooth-are a liccle incredible, if you know what I
mean. Bue I could listen co her forever. Apparencly lase year one
of her daughters had a fever so bad chat Moroni himself visited
her bedside to heal her. Bue Sister Givven always says she doesn't
like co talk about sacred things, so I still don't know if Moroni
said anything to Marnie.
Brother Sessions said some things about modern-day revelation. I chink he was quoting from a talk he gave lase week, which
both my parents had liked and talked about on the drive home
from church. Dad had cried to describe to us how it feels co gee
personal revelation . Like a shock to the heart, even when you
know it's coming. le makes you want to cry and laugh out loud.
Mom says it's peace. I asked her if chat was all she felt. Yes, she
said, just peace, and chat was enough.
I I I
Randy came back out of his room just as people were getting
up co leave. They sac right back down. He was dressed in pajamas
even though it was two o'clock on a Saturday. He walked up
between my parents and put his hands on the cable. Doing chat
made him look so grown up-it made my nose sting and for a
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minute I was afraid I'd cry. "An angel caught me." He looked
around and said, more quietly, "And put me down. " No one
spoke. I looked at Randy's tiny hands, so childlike they still had
dimples across the knuckles.
So then Matt started to laugh. He laughed so hard he
almost choked. Randy got a surprised look on his face and
turned red. He looked at my dad. Matt stopped because that new
lady was crying again, harder than ever. I think she might have
been scared, because Randy might have got brain damage or
something. But I felt bad right away for thinking that. She was
probably just "real tender about the Spirit," as Dad would say.
People are always crying at baptisms and testimony meetings.
Anyway, if this new lady could believe Randy, you can bet I could
too.
What I'd call a miracle on top of a miracle is that he got up
there in the first place, by himself, without anyone knowing it.
The Relief Society president lives across the street from us and
she's always calling my mom to say we're on the roof or we're getting into the trailer or something. So everyone at the table wanted
to know what Randy meant by an angel. Someone who stood in
the sky, Randy said. He was old, like Dad, only he had white
hair, not black. You know, Randy said, an angel. Like he wanted
to say, where have all you guys been when they talk about chis
stuff in church? I could tell you what an angel looks like. The
walls of the seminary building are covered with pictures of them.
We have pictures-how can you not know what an angel looks
like?
So then they wanted to know what the angel did. Brother
Adams wanted to know which angel it was, specifically, and
Sister Adams told him not to be silly. Randy rubbed his face into
Dad's shirt and grinned a little bit. Why was he getting so shy
today? I thought. These were the same people whose houses he'd
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gone to just a few days ago asking if they had any money they
didn't want. Totally and completely embarrassing.
"Did you bump your head, sweetheart?" my mom said. She
was moving her fingers very gently through Randy's hair, like
she does when we have a fever.
Randy shook his head.
"Are you sure you don't hurt anywhere?"
It was like she actually wanted for something to be wrong.
I stood there by her side and had the sudden uneasy feeling that
Grandpa was standing over both of us, but of course he was thirty
miles north at his ranch. Thank goodness. When my grandfather
explains something he feels particularly sure of, he always takes
his papa bear stance, leaning back into his heels and tugging
upward on his belt. When he's not around that's the way I picture him. I wouldn't be surprised if Mom did, too.
Randy just grinned and rubbed his face into Dad again.
He'd told his story and Mom just wasn't listening. He said he
reached out to touch the jump rope and it started swinging, so
he tried to jump out and catch it. He couldn't catch it fast
enough and he fell a little bit. No, the angel didn't say anything.
He just picked him-picked him right out of the air. Wow. I
wished I could have seen that. Dad used to read to me out of
The Friend when I was little; there were always stories about the
prophets when they were little kids and how they saw Heavenly
Father, or angels, or dead people they used to know, turned white
and shining. Matt said that maybe Randy was going to be a
prophet, and then he went outside. I wish he wouldn't joke about
things like that.
The new lady who'd been crying was alright now. She had a
bowl of cherries in front of her on the table and she was spitting the
pits into a napkin. I heard the woman tell Randy how special he was
and that he must have something very important to do. My mom
offered her some more fruit-probably to keep her mouth full.
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Well, the group around the table split every which way
when Matt ran in and said the Brady twins were dropping gerbils
out of the tree. We all ran outside and, sure enough, Jacob and
Jared were riding the lower branches, dropping their gerbils
onto the lawn. Their little sister Ruby was crying and trying to
pick them all up; she had her little dress up around her waist and
she was collecting her pets in it.
Sister Brady was mad. Jacob said they were doing a science
experiment to see if somebody could really fall so far and be okay.
Sister Brady said they were grounded and my dad helped them
get down. It was all pretty funny but no one was laughing because
they were thinking about Randy, who should have been hurt, but
wasn't. It's kind of like when your parents get mad at you for eating in the living room, when you haven't even spilled anything.
That night I could hear my parents in their room. Summer
nights are like that. I can tell when summer's really here because
suddenly I can hear everyone's phones ringing and the conversations they have at barbecues three houses away. Mom always sounds
a little louder from another room, but I could sort of hear Dad, too.
"We'll talk about it at dinner tomorrow," Mom said.
"I think we should. "
"What do you want to say?" Mom's voice sounded tired.
"Me? Well, I don't have much to say. Randy's had an experience. I think he should talk about it."
Mom didn't say anything for a little while.
"Randy's six years old."
"What does that mean?"
"It means that everyone's a little confused. I'm just afraid, "
she stopped. 'Tm just afraid that if we put Randy in charge of the
explanation it'll just get worse."
"In order for it to get worse it has to be bad in the first place."
"Craig, do you think an angel swooped down from the sky
and picked up our son?"
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Some drawers opened and closed. I moved up right next to
the door. This was a good question-a very good question.
" ... doesn't mean it isn't true," I heard Dad say.
"I didn't say funny. I don't think any of this is funny. Don't
act like I don't believe just as much as you do."
"But you don't believe chis? That's what you're saying, right?"
"Craig." My mother sighed.
The door opened and I ducked into the bathroom. Mom
made some herbal tea and turned on the television. It was some
sitcom chat she would never watch if she were really paying attention. Whenever I cried to watch one, she'd change the channel and
tell me to read a book.
There is no explaining my mother. She's the type who calls
herself disorganized and keeps a spotless house. Bue she's sincere.
Our life isn't quiet, but you couldn't call us rowdy, either. Darren
is a cellist, for Pete's sake. In the summer we'll all play baseball till
the sun goes down, but we leave our cleats on the porch-we're
tame. Matt draws. I sing. We get good grades. Still, my mother
is convinced chat she lives in chaos.
When she needs a break Mom says she needs to do some
"redecorating," and we all know what she means. I've seen the
curtains fall behind her eyes. She goes in her room with her scriptures or a tape, but I chink she just sleeps. My grandpa says religion
spoils a person for practical living. I didn't realize till Randy's
accident how much arguing goes on inside her, which I would
blame on Grandpa if I thought it would make a difference.
She comes back out sometimes minutes, usually hours,
lacer. Her hair, which hovers like a yellow cloud around her head,
is matted, which is how I know she's been sleeping. And then
she's alright. She cooks something with the television on in the
kitchen or she asks me to sing to her while she stirs at the stove.
We usually have stir-fry on chose nights and Mom cuts all the
vegetables herself, into very small pieces.
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When she had that job in Virginia, Mom took the subway
to the city every Monday and Wednesday for a long time and
Darren watched us. She took fat books with her to read on The
Metro and told us all about the Civil War at nights when she got
home.
I remember her showing me pictures of the soldiers. Some
of them weren't much older than I was, she said-nine, at the
time. They carried the drums and the flags and if they had sad
eyes, like I said they did, it was because they'd seen a lot of people
die-probably their own families or friends who they loved very
much. She even read me some of the letters they sent home to
their mothers. I told her they sounded cheesy. Well, she said,
people believed in things more easily back then. It was a very sentimental time. That was the same word she used to describe the
women in our ward who always cry at church. I don't know why
she's never called my dad sentimental; he still cries all the time
when we do something good or when he reads out of the scriptures in family home evening.
Mom doesn't say as much as Dad about what she feels. She
thinks she does, but when she explains things, she always leaves
parts out. Sometimes I think she spends so much time redecorating
that she forgets what she's said and what she's thought. She had
wrinkles on her forehead, between her blond brows, a long time
before she got them around her mouth. I've heard Dad tell
her that she thinks too hard and fights too hard. He'd never tell her
that she doesn't smile enough, but I wish she did more often.
I think Mom would be more inclined to believe if she
thought that was alright. Alright with who, I don't know. Her
dad, I guess. Maybe she just wanted approval before she could
admit to believing something as big as Randy's story. She used to
argue with Grandpa all the time. When she married my dad, the
bishop's son, Grandpa almost wouldn't come to the reception.
He wore his cowboy boots-the messy ones.
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So I asked her, but she didn't hear me. I stood between her
and the television screen and she looked up, sipping her tea.
I was embarrassed to ask.
"Is it true?"
"Is what true, Lia?"
"You know, did Randy fall-I mean, was there, you
know-" She wasn't helping me out at all. My mother's not a
cold person, so this was awkward. I felt like I was talking to
someone I didn't really know, like I was seeing a picture of her up
close and noticing for the first time chat she had green eyes. She
looked very young co me, looking up from the couch like that,
not sure what she was supposed to say.
"I think there was, Mom. I believe him." I stepped in and
stroked her forehead. She seemed soothed by my voice so I kept
talking.
"Randy wouldn't just make it up, Mom. He's only six. He
wouldn't even know how. I'm almost two times that old and I
couldn't make up a story like that. Somebody has to believe him
so he doesn't feel bad, you know? I told him I believe him and
I chink Dad does, too. I was chinking, what if Joseph Smith's
family didn't believe him? And he didn't even have the Church
yet."
I tried a different approach, prompting her with obvious
questions, like I was teaching a Primary lesson or something.
"How does it feel to believe?" I asked her, hoping she'd say something about peace. "I mean, how do you feel when you know?"
Mom bowed her head over the tea, letting the steam moisten
her face; I waited quiecly for a minute and then I could actually
feel our roles shift back. An authority moved out of me and back
into Mom as she stood up and, without really pushing me out
of the way, moved past me. She walked to the back of the hall
and entered Randy's room, closing the door behind her. I'm
old enough to know better than to eavesdrop, but I'm also old
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enough to know how it's done. I lay on the floor next to the air
vent that goes between Randy's room and mine.
Through the vent, voices have a metal sound, but they're
clear. I set myself up with a pillow and blanket. For nearly an
hour I could hear my mother weeping.
Then I heard sort of a cooing noise, and I knew it wasn't Mom
because she still sniffied a little. Randy must be doing it, trying to
comfort her. I wished he would say something and finally he did.
"I promise, Mom. I promise. "
Mom didn't say anything for six minutes-I kept track by
the red numbers on my alarm clock. When she spoke I could tell
she'd been crying again.
"I know, love. Mom's just a little bit slow, okay?" Her voice
was thick. "I believe you."
"Yes." Randy's voice was bright, like Mom finally said what
he had known all along. "That's why you came home yesterday
and didn't get us any donuts. "
I went right away to Dad's room, where he was reading
something under his lamp. He looked disappointed when I asked
him where the donuts were. He and Mom always got donuts on
the weekend when we did yard work.
"We didn't have time, Lia. Mom said she wanted to get
home right away to make sure you guys were okay." Dad smiled
what Matt calls his hokey smile. "I would have got your maple
bar, but she was in a hurry. "
So then I was pretty sure about everything and I still am.
Mom came home because something told her to. I went back to
the vent, but I couldn't lie still. I felt like I ought to be writing in
my journal or bearing my testimony or something. Finally, when
all the noises stopped, I peeked into Randy's room. Mom was
asleep with Randy in her arms. Randy was asleep, too, his sweaty
head tucked under her chin.
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My parents dropped us off at Sunday School the next
morning and cook Randy to the hospital. Matt asked them if
they were going to tell the doctor about the angel.
"I don't know, son. " He looked at Randy. "What do you
think?"
Randy looked at my mom and shook his head, but I couldn't
tell if it was yes or no. I don't think he knew either.
That day was hot. Randy came home from the hospital with
a stuffed rabbit and a rubber ball. He wanted me co play with
him, as usual. Dad said he could go outside with his new things
but not to bounce the ball. I think that was supposed to keep
him from breaking the Sabbath.
Matt and I spread out a blanket on the grass in the front
yard-it was so green it hurt my eyes. Randy hopped his bunny
through the grass a little bit but it was too hot to move much. All
the flowers my parents had bought on Saturday were wilted in
their pots. Matt lay on his back and threw the ball into the air,
checking now and then to see if anyone was watching. It was so
hot.
I closed my eyes and thought about an angel with no wings,
standing on a block of air. When I turned and opened my eyes,
Randy was asleep with the rabbit in his arms, one flushed cheek
raised coward the sun.
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AVagrant's Instructions
for Children at the Trainyard
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Q. Woodward
Press your ear to the track so hard it makes
a seal, locking out the shouts of the fearful.
Wrap your palm around the rail until
the rhythm shakes your hand
as you try to steady the long beam.
Place your body between
the blades, stretching your narrow frame
across three tar-soaked ties.
There is a secret in your smallness.
Push your eyes to the bottom
of their sockets until you see the tracks
marry at the horizon.
Squeeze a rock in each fist so that the pain
distracts you from the growing tremor.
Once the smoke appears, hold your head
flat against the wood; do as I saythe metal axles will glide over you, but only
if you bury yourself low enough .
Clench your teeth when you know you
are about to be swallowed-if you scream,
it will know you are afraid.
Ignore the sparks that fall onto your face
and clothing. The stinging will not last long.
Move slowly when the chaos has ended.
Wait until it has disappeared to touch
the track-still hot enough to burn
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your hand. The scar will remind you
that miracles have not ceased.
Do not leave the trainyard until your heart stills.
I am telling you, child, this moment
will leave you sanctified. When it returns,
bring your evidence: a pocketful of
pennies pressed into soup spoons.
The train will remember you.
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The Grasshopper Holocaust
of Summer Suburbia
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Brian Jackson

et me ramble what I remember: me and Casey are up there
in the field, dirty knees and Star Wars t-shirts, flaming up
grasshoppers with Daddy's Zippo lighter in a dry, cloudless August. Mom is a distant, hollering, echoing voice
from down in the ghost summer suburb and we ignore her, busy
burning. Says she's made us grilled cheese sandwiches and red
Kool-Aid if we'd only quit playing and come down from the
milkweed and cactus and ant piles and get the good earth out from
underneath our fingernails. Casey is hopping and jumping after
a sandpaper grasshopper and kicking up dirt into his blue Velcro
shoe straps; me, I'm hungry and red-skinned, absently flicking
flames out the top of the lighter with a shaggy head of dirty
blond dancing in the wind.
"Aren't you hungry, Case?" I ask in the tone of the younger
brother, the beggar, the sissy, wanting to go home to those
sandwiches and leave the grasshoppers to chew the wheat staffs
and jump at each other. Casey has that little brown guy by his
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two great legs, all spread apart like a wishbone; it wiggles and
helplessly flails its curled arms, and its wings twitch.
"Bring the lighter over here," he says, eyes wild and curious,
blue, like the neighbor's kiddy pool I can see from the top of the
field . The forever backyards stretch out to the city far off by
the mountains, with fences and swing sets and neat little gardens
in rows of bushy green, and I can hear the rumble-hum of a
lawnmower tearing up grass and sticks and sucking up scrambling grasshoppers in somebody's backyard. They jump in thousands like springs out of the dry wheat staffs of the field and into
chick green diagonally cut grass of yards, where concerned, pinkheaded business men in Saturday's jeans lumber out with hoses
to spray seeds of death at them, or sour-faced teenagers suck
chem up into the helicopter blades of the Toro. Me and Casey
burning chem in the field and Saturday's sweaty bald hardware
businessmen poisoning chem in the yard. The great grasshopper
holocaust of summer suburbia.
Up in the field, General Casey is shouting, "You're an enemy
spy! We caught you behind enemy lines spying on us!" He shouts
using his best deep television voice at the brown grasshopper (who
offers no certain reply but struggling). "Do you know what the
penalty is for spying in chis country? Do you? Torture by fire!" And
he laughs a jagged and sinister laugh chat chills my bones; chat
laugh, the same as when he sat on my chest pinning my arms under
his legs and stuck cickly-icch grass into my nose until floodgates
opened and I cried out for my momma. And now there is something in chat voice, that mock military dictator voice so sadistic and
wrong, so evil. The grasshopper hears the evil in Casey's voice
and twitches and twists violently to get out of those fingers that
pinch his long jumping legs. I question my loyalty to the dictator.
"Bring the lighter over here," he says without looking up and
I can't move; the wind whips my Darth Vader iron-on. I grip the
lighter, hidden in my hand behind my back.
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"Bring it here, Dickey," he says now, scowling right at me
in impatience. His bald forehead gets all wrinkled up with displeasure and the almost gray stubble on his shaved head shifts
forward like it will slide off into the dirt. "I wanna do this one."
"That's not my name." I take a helpless look at the ground
and watch a few red ants, so busy, all scrambling around, crawling
up over my black Chuck Taylors. It's like looking over all those
stained wood, chain link, barbed wire fences down there and
watching summer children run in and out of the houses throwing water balloons and flying out into the streets on BMX bikes
or running over to the sandbox to bury GI Joe men; a thousand
moms chasing naked kids down the sidewalk. Ir's like God's up
on that gold throne, the one Momma cold me about, looking
straight down into buzzing suburbia, the pools and lawns, taking
notes and laughing.
And here is the devil up in the wasteland holding a grasshopper he wants to deliver to the flames and listen to the
crackle-snap and watch it go black and crispy. "Okay, Dickey!
Dickey Doo! " He's walking over to me but his total burning
concentration rests on the helpless hopper.
"My name is Richard. "
"Okay, Dickey Doo-Doo!" And now he's standing in front
of me with his brown corduroy legs spread out and flapping
around in the wind and weeds, and there's Yoda with wise and
sympathetic eyes all faded on his shirt. Casey has the grasshopper
right in front of my face, scrambling, pleading. "Take the spy and
gimmee the lighter or I'll hie ya."
"You hit me and I'll scream real loud, Case."
"You scream real loud and I'll burn you up too, Dickey
Doo. "
There is chis lonely dog bellowing far off and down in the
valley, a deep and foreboding sound to accompany my fear. Fear
like dirt clods collecting in my belly. Like chat irrepressible
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choking feeling of fear when me and Case walk home in postdusk after piano lessons, feet slapping on cracked sidewalks in
front of all the abandoned wood-rotted houses slouching over
like forgotten tombs in the neighborhood. Fear intensified by that
smile, that terrifying smile splitting Casey's mouth as he tells me of
phantoms moaning and shrieking in those dark dumpy and echoing houses of our world, our summer suburbia. Yes, fear ... do I
believe him? Believe he'll burn me?
"You can't burn me-I'll tell. " The lighter is cradled in
shaking hands behind my back. I look at the grasshopper, his
struggles getting less intense as determination (hope? fear?) ebbs
into hopelessness. My mind in an instant thinks back to our
unfinished basement where I found a lifeless mouse caught in a
trap behind the grumbling water heater. I had wondered where
the mouse's mom was and why she hadn't told him to stay away,
to go somewhere else, to crawl into the sheet rock walls of my
bedroom upstairs where I could hear the scratching, where there
was no trap. A cold steel trap, a mouse almost bent in the middle,
a crying boy who can't look away. I lay in my bed that night hoping to hear the scratching when I couldn't sleep, hoping for an
impossible resurrection in the walls. I had half dreams of the cold
steel on my own back, and I struggled to breathe.
Casey lets go of one stretched leg and the grasshopper
violently springs back to struggling, the other bent leg pinched
in dirty fingers. He steps closer, arm out and hand open to
receive the lighter. "C'mon, girlie. Last one. "
Details get foggy, translucent here when my mind goes
back, way back up in that dusty field among the tall swaying
staffs of dry wheat. I know I don't want a last one. My eyes fog up
with stinging tears of shame, of foolish compassion. My heart
is deep in my chest thumping up my throat in rapid bawumps.
Suddenly Casey's outstretched hand grabs my shoulder and twirls
me around. His hand, so much stronger than both of mine,
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snatches for the lighter and smashes all my fingers, and I pipe out
in surprise pain and begin to cry. He yanks Dad's lighter out of
my hands and pushes me down into the dirt. Hoc dust stings my
eyes, clings to the tears on my face, and goes down my throat.
Through the haze of my watery eyes I see an anthill underneath
my chin where millions of red ants run everywhere and nowhere,
enraged at the giant face that has crushed their home. I see one
bright red ant crawl up my arm and into my shirt but I don't
care, I'm bawling out in fear and pain, my hands scraped up in
hoc dirt and rocks.
I slowly sit up and turn co look at my older brother Casey
with his lighter and his victim. I suck long, lip-quivering breaths
and gasps with a dirty face as he resumes chat demonic dictator
voice, so menacing, so sadistic. I hate him.
"Now we shall put you to death, " says General Casey,
holding the grasshopper in his left hand and Dad's Zippo lighter
in his right hand, and he flicks and flicks at the scratchy wheels
making little white sparks shoot out the top. It reminds me of
Fourth of July sparklers in happy times, not like this. "We shall
execute you like we did to all your other friend spies."
"Case, ay ... ain't . .. you ... hu .. . hungry?" I'm sputtering out gibberish now, can't talk and sob at the same time, just
muttenng.
"Shut up, Dickey Doo-Doo, crybaby girl," says Casey.
"Watch this."
He gets a soft, wavy flame out of the top of the lighter and
holds it to the grasshopper's face. The tiny arms flail around
frantically as the face and the body turn brown, then sickly
black. There is a light crackling sound as the wings catch fire
and shrink into blackness, and Casey is laughing. The crackling
and the struggling stop as the grasshopper's body is consumed
in Casey's flame until it becomes a flame itself and licks at
Casey's pink fingers.
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"Oow! Ey!" And he drops the flaming grasshopper into the
dried-up wheat, shaking his hand and doing a silly dance. Before
I get any satisfaction from Casey's injury I see fire climbing up
the wheat and the dry weeds where he has dropped the burning
spy. A humble streak of smoke snakes into the sky above where
Casey does his "ow" dance. I rub my damp eyes and watch,
mouth agape, as the field, the world, begins to catch fire and I sit
on the dire terrified, saying nothing. Casey turns to the heat with
an open-eyed look of fear and guilt and begins to panic.
"Oh no!" he shouts to the flames, shaking his head at the
growing fire that spreads with the hot wind of summer. "Run,
Richard! RuN!" And me and Casey begin to run frantically down
the rocky hill to our home in peaceful, unknowing suburbia of
dreary August. Before we get too far away from the flames I see
Casey trip into the dirt, poofing out a ghostly cloud of dust all
around him. A rusty wire has entangled his legs and dragged him
down onto the dire on his belly. I can hear him cry as I run past
him, little legs pumping and a heart pounding in my ears. As I
slip and stumble down the hill and into our backyard, into
Mamma's spine rows of carrots and tomato cages, I can hear a cry
for help somewhere up in the field and it sounds like wind or a
distant bellowing dog in another neighborhood. I run into the
yard and pull open the slide door of the aluminum tool shed and it
screeches and shrieks. I jump into the pitch dark shed and struggle
the door shut, closing out all the noise out there in the world.
And I sit in silence, in a musty darkness, with the smells of
grass clippings and mower gasoline and rusty garden tools, sobbing
as the world burns burns burns right down to the ground. I sit
on the aluminum floor, clasp my knees to my chest, and rock
back and forth, back and forth.
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Hors d' muvre
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Alma Christi Call
This baby could be a Christmas
sausage, swaddled in red,
by the round weight,
the two grandmothers
hungry for me to peel
the thick plastic wrapper,
slice and serve
on ritz with cheese.
A cocktail party
in this birching room.
Friends and family mingling,
dressed nicely, only
the hostess is naked
and bleeding. Everyone
loves the hors d' reuvre.
They suck on its fingers,
say, "I could eat you up!"
And "Please pass the baby. "
This baby, consumed
so quickly, seven minutes
old. What

to

serve

as the main course?
Perhaps placenta
or me. There's plenty.
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Riding the Water
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Shannon Murdock

rriving in Alaska is like sinking into the ocean: deep, gray
and alien. There is too much water. It whirlpools around
me as the plane descends, squeezing my lungs and deafening my ears. I can't survive forty days here. I resist a
churning at the base of my stomach that begs me to stand and
scream out a mutiny call to the passengers around me. Two seats
away, through the round window of the plane, the sun rises over a
flat horizon. I suck in my breath and blow it slowly out into the
dim air of the cabin. No, I should not scream, although I'm almost
sure the plane is approaching the edge of the world ... almost sure
I'm traveling past the worst nightmares of the Nina, the Pinta,
and the Santa Maria.
My Alaskan room is painted gray and smells of freezer
burned fish. The sign on the door reads, Attention all fishermen
and cannery workers: We are experiencing extreme drought conditions. Please conserve as much water as possible. If there is no
water, there are no fish. If there are no fish, there is no work.

A
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They have an entire ocean here and they think this is a drought?
I drop the door's padlock on the tree trunk that serves aptly as
furniture for the crude plywood living compartment. Draping my
jacket over the wire hanger that rocks beneath my solitary shelf,
I curl up in the brown-blanketed hollow of my concave mattress. Just thirty-nine more days until I can go home, I tell
myself. I shut my eyes and imagine I am there, embraced again
by the gentle curve of the canal bank and the heady fragrance of
Russian Olives in bloom.
I am my father's dark-haired girl, running barefoot across
irrigated pastures, laughing at the screams of outraged killdeer.
Dad smiles, watching the water sink into his land, watching me.
Water rushes past him, black and mysterious in the channel
carved by four generations of his farming ancestors. It flows west
into the setting sun-to places Dad has never been and will never
see. He leans against his shovel and watches it go. Dad is a shadow
in the red splendor of the western sky, looking and breathing,
solid as the land.
On my first day of work, fifteen earplugged women are
with me in the can-inspection loft. In the middle of the room,
heavy green machines roar like mythic demons. Feeding them is
our job. We wear thick leather gloves as we roll stacks of empty
tin cans back and forth along white plastic tables, looking for
flaws in the metal that might cause improper sealing. My eyes
have to move very quickly to catch the defects. But I can't complain;
this work is easier than any I've ever been paid for.
The smell of fish wanders up from the factory floor as I wipe
a grease mark from the edge of a can. Although I tell myself that I
came here for money, I think I'm lying. I have stood too long on
the dry earth of my canal bank and watched enviously as the water
flowed past me. It rolled benignly through cattail stands and under
clouds of mayfly lovers toward a "world out there" that existed
on television but never breached the surface of my own reality.
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The water was smooth and quick, full of lights that danced on my
eyelashes. But those fires scattered like a school of minnows when
I tried to touch them. My flesh was of Idahoan day, fertilizer for
potatoes destined for Relief Society casseroles.
The can loft overlooks the patching line, where Filipino
women snatch defective cans off conveyor belts. They must inspect
three cans per second, flipping them over and back to check for
defects that might compromise the steaming and sealing process.
The women wear blue plastic aprons and cotton liners beneath
their rubber gloves to keep their fingers warm. Their noses and
smiles are wide beneath their hairnets as I watch them sip hot
chocolate in the break room. My roommate says working on the
patching line will destroy the women's wrists within four years.
To the left of the patching line is the slime line, where the
fish are prepared for canning. Wearing yellow rain gear and
rubber boots, Filipino and Mexican men stand on either side of
a conveyor belt. Knives in hand, they wait for the fish. The men
see to it that the fins are cut off and membranes are scraped
from the inner cavity. Another conveyor belt drops the fish
into a ponderous cast-iron monster to be cubed and packed into
cans.
The safest, easiest, driest jobs are in the can loft. I feel lucky
to have been placed up here. As the days go by, however, I grow
more nauseated to hear the patching line thunder on below me.
With some sense of disgust, I look around the warm can loft with
its dean orange floors and walls lined with pallets of cans waiting to be inspected. Nearly all of my co-workers are young white
women. I look down at the Filipinos standing on either side of
the machines and brace my white wrists against the banister. I
hate my hands for being white. I hate them for being small and
soft and healthy. I hate standing up here, warm and dry ... but
I don't want to live the rest of my life with injured wrists or missing fingers, so I don't say anything.
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I watch the men here. They are short and have laugh-lined
faces. Before dinner last night, a white-haired Filipino opened the
door of the cafeteria for me and quietly murmured , "Ladies
first." On my way back from dinner, I stopped unseen beneath a
staircase to listen to a Mexican man sing slow Spanish love songs
into the gray, sunless sky.
Lee is the Union Steward for the Filipino women. He is also
one of the two men who are privileged enough to work up here in
the can loft. I am directed to join his inspection line, and within
a few minutes of my arrival he introduces himself and touches
the curve of my back as he explains "how this place works." His
eyes are small dark marbles sunk into the flesh of his forehead. A
Harley-Davidson shirt stretches over the bulge of his stomach
like a hot-air balloon before it disappears into the elastic of his
gray sweatpants. Lee rubs the palm of his hand over his stubbled
chin as he stares at the man who has just walked through the
door. "Now that's Pete," he says in his heavy Wisconsin accent.
"He's a good guy. Been my friend for ten years. But you can't trust
him! He's one of the bosses, and he'll always be on the side of
Management. " Lee punctuates his language with irrational profanity. Every now and then he yells something like "Pardon my
French," laughs, and then goes on.
I don't respond to him much over the deafening roar of
the machines because I am convinced he could carry on his idea
of a conversation with me if I were a railroad tie roughly hewn
into the shape of a woman. In the week and a half that I've
worked beside him, he's asked me to live with him in Alaska
this winter and informed me that if he were to convert to my
religion, he'd never want to have more than two wives at once.
He yells all of this into my plugged ear, his brea th hot and wet
on my neck.
Despite the repulsion I feel toward Lee, I can't help asking
him, as the days of layoffs and delays go by, when he thinks the
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major runs of salmon will come. "Oh, they're usually here by
now," he says. "It may be the drought that's keeping them away.
But yo u don't need to start worrying your pretty little head until
the Fourth of July. By then you should see what real work is like.
Eighteen hour days! All of us here, working together ... "
This Fourth of July is the first I've spent away from my family. The entire cannery has been laid off for lack of fish, and I
have passed the day reading my Book of Mormon and making
predictions with my friends on the arrival of the salmon. The
fishermen say that the fish would come if there were more water
in the river. The lack of work exhausts me, and I put on eyeliner
and mascara to make myself feel better.
My roommate, Katy, says one of the lakes nearby would be
great for a beach party tonight. She and Tiffany make plans: Who
is going to pick up the alcohol? Will they buy the more economical hard liquor or splurge on a $40 pack of beer? Tiffany asks
me what I think as I'm lying on my bed reading scriptures.
Recognizing the awkward moment, Katy tells Tiffany that I'm a
Mormon. She clarifies that I don't drink or smoke or swear but
will someday be a "kick-butt religion teacher. " Tiffany bobs her
head open-mindedly and says, "That's cool, that's cool." It's the
first time anyone has tried to reassure me that being LDS isn't
necessarily a bad thing.
I've never been to a drinking party before and am still trying
to decide whether or not it's against my religion to attend when
Alyssa opens the door and aims a grin between my eyes. She's
here to inform me that Eric will be at the party tonight, following
up her speech with, "So will you be coming too, Shannon?" She
grins devilishly. Alyssa knows I have fallen for Eric over hot
chocolate in the break room. After a brief moment of thought, I
slap my scriptures closed, gather up my towel and shampoo and
makeup, and am off to the shower . . . still hoping this isn't
against my religion.
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Eric and I sit side by side on the shore of the shallow lake.
He says that he doesn't like to drink very much. The declaration
makes the muscles in my back relax because now I know I'll have
a sober companion to talk with this evening. Removing my
shoes, I dig my toes into the sand. The gritty contact reminds me
of home. Eric speaks softly, telling me what Los Angeles is like.
His eyes are blue, rimmed with the color of midnight, but I cannot
look at them because it's nearly 11 :00 and the sun is beginning
to set. The lake ripples in golds and reds and pinks. Clouds above
the small trees in the west gleam more enthusiastically than the
water itself. They float across the sky like a silent autumnal exclamation. On the far side of the lake a family is camped out with
coolers and hotdogs. Their laughter sprints over the crests and
troughs of waves like pistachio shells blown along a sidewalk in a
stiff breeze. Someone lights a firework and a cheer is let up at the
fiery colors. I laugh at the puny display. Why aren't they watching the sunset?
I am going to tell Eric that I'm LDS even though Katy has
warned me against it. "The general perception people here have
about Christians, " she had said, "is that they're dosed-minded
hypocrites. Some people may even hate you just for being
Mormon." Will Eric be one of chose who hates me if I tell him
I'm Mormon?
"So tell me about yourself," he says, interrupting my
thoughts.
I close my eyes and swallow hard. My diaphragm tenses
against my filled lungs, preparing to push the words past my
vocal cords: "Well, I'm Mormon." And then it's done. I've said it.
"What's 'Mormon'?" he asks, and I let out a sigh like a
prayer.
I can't stop smiling as I walk back to my bunkhouse after
having left the party at midnight. In my mind I replay all of Eric's
words to me. "Do you want to go watch a movie tomorrow if we
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don't have work?" he asked. Before tonight, I never understood
why some people carve their names in wet sidewalks or benches
or tree trunks. But at this moment my fingers are aching to press
the shape of a heart into wood or stone, outlining the words
"Shannon + Eric."
When Tesla, Natalie, Eric and I walk in, a television is set
up in one corner of the library. Two men who look like they were
born in black leather and chains are watching a movie in stiff
library chairs, blond biker braids trailing halfway down their
backs. Eric and I sit at a table behind them. The one on the left
leans over and says, "The animation of the characters is fantastic!"
The other replies, "Yeah, I expected it to be professional, but
what I'm seeing now is just marvelous ... better by far than what
I had envisioned. " They are watching The Lion King.
The movie ends and the leathered men make squeaking
noises as they stand up, check out some books, and exit the oneroomed library. Eric wants to watch Braveheart. I don't watch
R-rated movies but Eric sits on one of the couches and invites
me to sit next to him. Hating myself a little bit, I walk around
the couch, past the door, past the PG-rated movies, past all of the
other chairs in the room and take a seat next to Eric. When the sex
scene comes on, I tell him I'm going to go see if Tesla is still outside or if she has gone back to the bunkhouse.
I feel as though I can breathe again as I step out into the
sunshine. I know Tesla has gone back to the cannery, but I pretend
that I think she's next door in the furrier shop so that I'll have to
go look for her there. "Would you like me to get one of the hats
down off the wall for you to see?" the man on the other side of
the oily black counter asks. I look at the $200 price-tag on the
hat nearest to me and say, "No thanks, I'm just looking."
He presses me with, "It's no problem, really," and I wonder
if the sex scene in the library is over yet.
"No, thanks," I say again, and am out the door.
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The air in the library is thick, and all eyes turn on me when
I open the door. The newlywed couple on the screen pull their
clothes back on whi le I'm getting comfortable again next to Eric.
The movie is long and all of the battle scenes make me want to
cry. I bury my head into Eric's shoulder and say, "Tell me when
. s over. "
1t
Tesla is reading in her room when I get back from the
library. She asks me what movie we watched. "Braveheart, " I
answer sullenly.
"Oh, I hate movies like that," she says. "It bugs me to watch
violence against women. " Why didn't I follow Tesla out the door
when she left the library? She looks up from her book again. "Hey,
I thought Mormons didn't watch R-rated movies."
I have found extra work chis evening on the cleanup crew.
I'm afraid that the salmon simply aren't going to return chis year
)

and I'm not going to have enough money to pay for my plane
ticket home. Right now, I am standing beneath a cascade of
waste water singing "There is Sunshine in My Soul" and trying
to sweep fish guts between two poles with a broken broom. Hair
is sticking to my face and my skin itches beneath my yellow raingear. Someone taps me on the shoulder. I turn to see Eric jump
away from the scream of water, shaking an intestine off his hand
as he runs back to Carlos, the cleanup foreman. Carlos, in yellow
overalls with thickly folded arms stares at me, shaking his head
incredulously. "Follow us!" Eric yells over the noise of the factory
floor. I lean my broom against a pole and run after him coward
the door. He and Carlos are talking in the pale sunshine of the
evening. Eric glances at me, smiles, and turns to leave, having
just taken an order from Carlos.
"What's going on?" I ask, pulling my hat off and shaking
the ponytail out of my damp hair.
Carlos takes off his sunglasses and his eyes are dancing as he
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says, "What the hell were you doing in there?" I laugh at the way
the curse sounds in his heavy Brazilian accent.
"Sweeping," I answer on the crest of fading mirth.
"No, no, no," he chides, staring at my loosened hair as we
begin walking. "You don't have to do that dirty work. From now
on, you work for me. "
I am easily persuaded on this point and laugh lightly as we
approach the group of people Carlos has assembled to clean the
Egg House. Eric is among them with a tank of sanitizing chemicals and a sprayer strapped to his back like a Ghostbuster. Both
of us blush when we make eye contact, and I feel like slapping
myself for wondering if I'm in love.
"What are you doing?" I ask Katy as she struggles through
the narrow doorway of our room with a mattress. She grins
excitedly.
"We're having a slumber party tonight, remember? Don't tell
him I told you this, but Eric said that he's really looking forward
to it. And Alyssa just happened to mention that she saw him
drawing 'Eric+ Shannon' hearts in the blood and guts of the eggsorting table this morning. "
I smile, amazed at the thought that he could be interested in
me at the same time I'm interested in him. Then I feel my eyebrows gather. "Wait," I say, "is this a co-ed sleepover?" Katy throws
me a "Where-have-you-been?" look, and I fall back down on my
pillow. I'm pretty sure co-ed sleepovers are against my religion.
Truth or Dare is the game of choice for tonight's party.
Everyone is laughing except for me. I am watching Eric's eyelids
wrinkle above his straight white grin. He seems too beautiful to
be my type.
"Shannon!"
I snap my eyes up, hoping no one caught that dream-struck
Marsha Brady expression I'm pretty sure I was wearing. "What?"
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"Truth or Dare?"
I hate chis game. "Truth," I say. That can't get me into too
much trouble.
"What's the wildest thing you've ever done on a school bus?"
I relate the story of the time I changed out of my dress
behind a friend's coat one night on the way home from a choir
trip. The crowd groans. My story isn't nearly as thrilling as the
previous ones. After a few more excursions into truths I never
wanted to know, I decide chat it's time for me to find somewhere
to sleep. In the hallway Tesla offers me her room if I want it. I
call her an angel and walk back to the party to say good-night.
Alyssa's expression brightens when she sees me appear in the
doorway. I chink she is about co say something to me when she
suddenly rolls her head to the side and bursts out, "Eric! Truth or
Dare?"
Eric groans. "Truth."
Alyssa glances up at me briefly before pressing on with her
pedagogical voice. "To whom are you most attracted out of all
the people in chis room?" Oh, I want to die. Eric's face reddens
and he turns his eyes co the blanket-littered floor. I turn away so
chat I won't have to watch the awkward moment.
"That would have to be Shannon, " I hear him say. When
I turn back he is watching me. Questions slip off his eyebrows
and have time to flutter to the mattress before I remember to
respond. I grin into his face and che party lees up a collective
''Awe," interspersed with one or two variations of ''Aren't they
cute?" The game continues, and after considering Eric's
enlivened face for a few more moments, I quiecly turn away
from the laughter and walk into Tesla's room.
Easing down onto Tesla's tightly made bed, I chink about my
first kiss at four years old. The Calderas were migrant workers.
That morning my sister Audrey and I made the long walk across
the field to their house. Audrey was playing dolls with Obdulia
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when the oldest boy asked me if I wanted to go out and play tag
with him. Juan led me behind a tree on the canal bank and
threatened, "If you don't kiss me, I'm gonna pull down your
pants and spank your bare bottom by the side of the road so that
all of the passing cars can see what you look like naked." I started
crying before I was able to make a reply, and the teenage boy bent
down and kissed my teary lips. Several times more he kissed me
before I could squirm out of his grip. I cried all the way home,
wiping Juan's saliva off my cheek and mouth as my feet plodded
into the soft dirt of the newly plowed field.
My triceps are burning as I push water and bloody debris
toward the open drains in the floor. My broom breaks. It occurs
to me that working up a sweat like this kind of defeats the purpose of wearing waterproof rain gear. I reach down to retrieve a
flounder from the slimy waste spread over the concrete floor.
What a strange fish this is: both eyes squished together on one
side of its head, its underside white and flat like an undercooked
pancake. I carry it with my whole hand as I walk toward the
grinder, feeling the smoothness of its skin and thinking it a
tragedy that it happened to be among the meager population of
salmon when the fishermen's net came by. I lift the grinder's
heavy metal lid from the floor and pause for a moment, listening
to the sound of the black expansiveness below. It's a wide sound
punctuated by the dripping of water and far-off waves lapping
against the shore beneath the dock. A putrid breeze like the
breath of Hades wraps itself around my head. I drop the flounder and don't pause to hear its body hit the blades before I let the
lid slam back down into place.
"Hey Shannon!" Eric says as he bursts into my room.
"Wanna come play cards?"
I groan as I turn over in my narrow bed. "What time is it?
Eleven-thirry? I don't know how to play poker," I say, glad that I
don't have to lie. I don't say that I don't believe in playing cards.
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"That's okay! We're playing B.S."
Eric's voice is animated and I love the way it sounds when
he talks to me. He holds my name tenderly, a newborn infant
cradled in his words. "I am so weak," I silently murmer as I pull
myself into a sitting position.
Set up outside the bunkhouse door in the cool evening
breeze, the card cable consists of a newly painted picnic cable and
an extension of several boards laid across three logs. I sic down
beside Kacy. She lays her cigarette aside, and her scale breath curls
around me as she welcomes me with a friendly greeting. I wait co
cough until she has turned back to her cards. The game begins. le
doesn't cake long to realize chat B.S. isn't as came here as it was
with my brothers and sisters. Our protests had been more along
the lines of "Nuh-uh," or "No sir," or "I don't believe you," to call
a bluff. These players, however, fly past substitute curses into a
realm of profanity I never imagined existed. In drunken joy they
float out, spit out, scream out sharp expletives into the air with
the ease of professional smoke-blowers. One mouths the shape for
a hazy blue doughnut while another sends an arrow through its
center. They laugh like hyenas upon one another's shoulders, ceasing and swearing and shouting. Junior leans over the cable and
pulls his black Raiders jacket closer around his neck against the
ocean breeze. "Whose turn is it?" he asks. Jenna is just ending a
hard bout of laughter and cannot answer chat it's her turn. She
sighs weakly onto Mike's shoulder and passes him the can of beer
they are sharing.
On the ocher side of Kacy, Dave, the Tennessean, laughs easily and drawls, "I chink it's Jenna's turn. " I cough again as clouds
of smoke continue co condense from all directions to a five-inch
area around my nose. Mike helps Jenna cake her turn. Eric throws
down two cards, claiming chat they are queens. Junior goes. I chink
he is bluffing. Using my old standby I say, "Nuh-uh," and turn
over his cards. I'm wrong. Tucking chem into my hand with the
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others, I look up to see if anyone noticed my lack of expletives in
calling the bluff Eric's eyes scintillate with amusement as he
watches me across the table. My cheeks feel hot and I look away.
I'm losing terribly; cards are piling up and no one believes
me when I try to lie. A guy reeking of marijuana sics down next
to me, his shoulder and thigh hot against mine. Leaning over,
he says, "I think you're gonna win," as if it were the most wonderful compliment he's ever given anyone. He stares at me nakedly,
hungrily, possessively. My chest hollows a little. His pupils bleed
into his irises, flat and dead-looking. The whites of his eyes
are yellowed with red veins furrowing across chem like a river
delta.
When Eric walks me back to my room, he tells me I am the
worst liar he has ever seen.
I watch my arms push the door shut behind Eric. In the
dimness of the room I can still see some of the scars chat crosshatch my skin: sandbagging wounds. I close my eyes as I chink
of chat exhausting day in the sun almost one month ago. Ten
hours of work on the decaying bank of the Snake River smeared
my arms with sand and blood. Even my brain had numbed from
examining the terrible irony that, although we had been praying
for this water since I was in Primary, our earnest pleas were now
that the water would stop coming. Our cup was running over,
drowning our crops, crumbling our bridges, eroding our roads,
and ruining our homes. And here we finally were: an army of
farmers and farmers' children, throwing and catching sandbags
with our backs coward the diked river, our faces to the sun and our
feet sunk into the dark mud of our home. Water is a destroyer.
Eric is with us when we decide to walk down to the bay for
the last time to watch the sunset. On the rocky beach we are careful to sidestep the tight-skinned bodies of rotting salmon and
flounder chat are scattered about. Wind howls in from the sea.
"Jeez, my hands are cold," Eric says.
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"Oh, I'll warm them up for you," I say, and grab the hand
he's about the put into his pocket. Suddenly, I find myself walking
along the beach holding hands with this gorgeous guy. His fingers are cold. Is this the way holding hands is supposed to be?
I thought there was supposed to be some kind of tingling up and
down the arm .. . or at least interlocking fingers. Why do I feel
like he's holding my hand the way he would a suitcase? Is this
normal?
"Shannon," Eric says, "Do you think you'll ever leave the
Mormon community?"
"No," I reply, surprised that I don't even hesitate for the
sake of etiquette. "It's in my heart. It's part of me."
Eric looks off toward Russia. His fingers are still cold, so I
rub them rapidly between both of my hands and place all five back
into his pocket. I am coming to realize that I will leave Eric forever when I go home. I won't ask for his address or his telephone
number. I will leave him like a river that has found another
course.
I have been in Alaska forty days and forty nights, but the
salmon have not come. Sitting on the dock outside the cannery,
I am wearing yellow rain-gear, rubber work boots, my favorite
gray T-shirt, and my grungy old baseball cap. I feel like a farmer
surveying his harvested field. The sun is glinting off the slatecolored bay. Seagulls, with the gray and black of the sea in their
wings, are as thick as snow on Christmas Eve as they dive toward
the water to snatch up the waste particles of fish meat the cannery
pumps out now at the end of the day. The water that laps against
the shore still seems like a flood to me; the natives won't stop calling it a drought. Whatever the reason, I'm glad the salmon have
stayed away this year. I'm glad I've been left to wonder why they
haven't fought their way upstream. I believe I've never struggled
so much in forty days. And I believe I've never traveled so far
from home.
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Breech
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Jared Pearce
At home after the last doctor's visit we eat
dinner in small leaps; careful with everything
as if we were stacking china after an earthquake.
Toes down, it scratches
on folds and ruffles without a hold,
without friction; the arms faithless
to swim in the black vertigo-no somersaults
for aerodynamics but birth as the foot
slips-the innocent child
pulled down into light.

After dinner, I look through my biology
textbook. There's a picture of an autumnal tree
in transparent earth, and I can't make out the branches
from the roots. It makes me chink of how a tree grows
through black earth with water-the seed always
knows the way to light; is always conscious
of its correct ways. The trunk groans
against clods and stones, and stands huge-its green arms
tangle in the wind-always strong, poking
at the sun. And the roots, woven into soil, are only ripped
by machines and the contraction of place tectonics.
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A Response to Patrick Henry,
Virginia, 1775
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Spencer D unford
See our case in a different light?
On the contrary, we have time enough
for pleasantries. We need not fear advance
of war. Their armaments shall not prove
our yoke-nay, our British friends give
good wine, and that is no phantom
nor illusion. But you,
you disbelieve my designs.
If, as you say, they do come
with injurious intentions, thus we shall tell
our colonies:
Secure yourselves in steel
walls, mountained each with mortar,
for brightly shall the battles
come, the cannon lash
in fury.
Keep closed the crusted cask.
Forbid all forms curiosity
might allow.
Shield, seal, fortify, and brace-silence
will again be ours.
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When Winter Dies
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N. Andrew Spackman
The full third moon of passing
winter rears up
against an x-ray white orchard.
There are tree skeletons.
And puddles like black eye sockets.
My naked feet sink in snow.
They break through
the crust like a skull.
Underneath, mud swallows my toes.
Bruised eyes open where I step.
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The Dryer
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Stephen Craig

y husband and I lived in a duplex. Actually, it was just a
small house with a basement that our landlord pretended
was a duplex. Another couple lived downstairs, and we
lived on the top, pretending not to hear them. I was
always so upset that the landlord never put a washer and dryer in
the upstairs portion of the house; I was surprised by that, too,
because the landlord actually used to live in that part of the
house. But there weren't even hookups. The couple downstairs
had a washer and dryer, and I think the owners used to work it
out so they had access downstairs. My husband and I always felt
like we were intruding when we asked. We weren't the owners. So
after a few months we just quit asking and went to the coin laundry down the street.
The other day I came home from running some errands
and discovered our two-and-a-half year old, Brian, shivering in
the bathtub. I'd left him in bed with a cold-I know I shouldn't
have; he's very mischievous, but he was sound asleep, and I needed
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co run to Food 4 Less. Fifteen minutes later I came back and
found him in the bathtub, just quaking. My husband and I
always keep the bathtub full of water; he served a mission in
Japan, and the people there keep their bathtubs full of water
in case there's an earthquake and the taps stop working. But anyway, I came home and found Brian soaking in the bathtub, shivering, just wearing his diaper. He loves water. I shrieked to find
him in there, but he just looked at me, shivering, and didn't say
anything.
I ran him downstairs and frantically knocked on the door.
Rebecca saw us through the glass and immediately felt the gravity
of the situation.
"The dryer!" I cried. "Can we use the dryer?"
She nodded her head in the shock of the moment and
pushed open the door, "Uh-huh."
I made it to the dryer in two steps, tore the door open, and
threw the clothes onto the floor. That had been the biggest problem
with using their dryer before; they always had something in it,
and we were imposing. But this was an emergency. I pitched him
in, leaving one towel in there (they say a dry towel helps soak up
the moisture) . I shut the door and set the timer.
"What happened?"
"Oh, I left him home sick in bed for just fifteen minutes,
and I came home and found him shivering in the bathtub. "
"You should have cold me co keep an ear out for him. "
"Yes, next time."
"Is he going to be okay?"
"It's the cold I'm worried about. He already had a cold. I
can't believe I left him alone."
The dryer was the glass window kind. I think they bought
it second-hand from the very laundromat my husband and I go
to. We could see him tumbling around in there. During one turn
he sat perfectly on the spinning cylinder, and his head stayed in
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the same spot, right in che center of the window. He looked at us
through the glass for that moment with just the expression on his
face you would expect from a kid in the dryer.
Rebecca's little boy, Steele, came up to the dryer and watched
Brian go round.
"Don't stick your nose up to che glass, honey. It's hoc. "
"Maybe I should have left some more of these clothes in there
for padding. I just didn't want him to suffocate on any of them. "
"U h-huh. "
Her little Steele put both hands up to the glass and bobbed
his head around, following Brian's head.
"Honey!" She pulled him away. "It's hot! "
He let out his shrill whine. He used to keep us up sometimes
at night when he was teething. Here he was, almost a year-anda-half old, but I had never heard him say a word. He just let out
shrieks and whines and laughter.
He got up to the glass, as close as his mother's foot would
let him get, and bobbed his head around again. He looked up at
us and laughed, showing his boxy, white teeth.
"I chink he's about there, Jen."
"Just a moment more; he did have a cold."
But his hair was starting co stick up. I opened the dryer
(chat's how you stop it) and caught him before he hit the bottom
of the cylinder for the last time. It wasn't a very graceful catch
because there wasn't much room to maneuver. His diaper was
still a little wet, so I stripped it off him and wrapped him in the
rowel.
"Is it okay if I just bring this towel back down later?"
"That's fine."
We looked at him, and his bottom lip began quivering with
the sob on the way out.
"There, there. You're just a little bit startled."
The sob erupted.
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I pulled him close. "It'll be okay, honey. "
"Thank you so much. We'll bring chis towel down later."
Steele laughed with chose twinkle eyes and boxy teeth as we
walked to the door. I was hoping Rebecca would mention chat
we hadn't been down co use their washer and dryer and offer to
let us use it anytime and say that it was no trouble. But she didn't.
I just left the cloches on the floor.
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En Route to Damascus
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Spencer Dunford
I take blackberry tea
with biscuits and read the world's
news. Beyond the train's misty panes,
a school bus, saltired in red
and white halts unscathed,
and children's screams rend
the air like coarse cutters
through tin.
A van painted with "Revolution
till Victory" detonates, like sodium
in water, leaving ashes
and a stripped, stained
wheel.
With tumbling intrusion, a military jeep fumbles, flings passengers
like paper-pelted spiders, then
burnsreminding me of my unwieldy juniper
in Ohio.
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Congratulations on Mandela
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Patrick Madden

randma Garcia hated the Negroes. For most bigots I
know, racism is a matter of dissociation. They have black
friends who, they say, aren't like other black people, and
they keep their attitudes under wraps whenever any real
live blacks are present. But not Grandma Garcia; she declared her
disdain outright and without provocation. The two years I had
lived in Louisiana as a boy had taught me the routine: my neighbors hated the poor, thieving blacks who lived in the Broadmoor
Apartments in relative squalor, but with an impressive selection
of stolen televisions and stereos. Every house within a two block
radius of ours had been robbed in the past couple of years and all
my neighbors knew that it was che blacks. So it was understandable chat they would harbor animosity, but Grandma Garcia
seemed to have no reasons, or felt it unnecessary to explain her
feelings.
"Grandma," said her grandson Jovany loudly and slowly the first
time we met her, "these are the missionaries, Madden and Kalu. "
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"I hate the Negroes!" she shouted back in reproach.
"But Grandma, these are missionaries. They're from the
Church."
"What does that matter to me? Get that Negro away from
me.I"
She sat rigid in her rocking chair in the half-shade of the
laundry yard where her family had put her, probably hoping
she'd stay entertained and out of the way. We were struck silent,
waiting for Jovany to calm her or explain. She stared at the broken
bricks of the back door frame as if to avoid visual contamination,
or to show her disdain. Her eyes were glossed over and clammy.
Purple veins bulged from her skeletal hands as she gripped the
chair's armrests in anger. Her lips moved, muttering inaudible
complaints, and she furrowed her wrinkles deeper in a demonstrative scowl. Whatever manners she may have learned as a
girl were not meant for Negroes, and she was unabashed in her
censure.
From then we kept our visits with the Garcia family brief,
usually during the time when their grandmother was sleeping.
But every now and then she was sick, or cranky, and got up from
her nap to make her demands and nag her grandchildren. She
couldn't smell my companion, but she acted like it. From inside
her room she heard his deep, melodious voice and shouted, "Get
that Negro out of here!" Eventually, nobody paid attention to
her. But it grinded on me. Offense by proxy, that's what I'd call
it now. Kalu didn't seem to notice.
One lazy afternoon Elder Kalu and I were walking near the
narrow sycamore-lined road to Santa Bernadina and I was worrying about his ego.
Continuing my thoughts out loud, I asked him, "How do
you deal with it?" He looked up from the road for a second, then
quickly sidestepped to shuffle-kick a small rock between my
legs.
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"Deal wit' wat?" Some missionaries couldn't understand his
Nigerian English, but by then I had enough practice to catch
every word.
"With Grandma Garcia's comments about hating the
Negroes."
He laughed silently to himself and shook his head. When
he looked at me he was smiling.
"Man," he drew out the word through his smile, "I don' care
wat she tink about me an I don' tink about wheda she care fah me."
That was that in Elder Kalu's mind. He turned his eyes back
to the road, searching for a small stone, and when he quickly
found one, shot it just under my heel as I stepped. He looked
brightly, squinting in the sun as he turned to me and shouted with
glee. "Go-0-0-0-ol!" With his laugh the word crescendoed and
ebbed as it faded among the trees.
Aside from Grandma Garcia, Uruguayans are generally very
tolerant of blacks. There were never many slaves in the country,
and there hasn't been more than a handful of immigrants to
Uruguay from Africa, so that blacks make up a very small percentage of the population. There are no black ghettos and, thus,
no natural segregation, and the white Uruguayans excitedly
anticipate the only regular congregation of blacks: the Llamadas, a
frantic festival of drums and candombe music that kicks off
Carnaval in late February. Ruben Rada, a black jazz/candombe
singer and national hero, is affectionately known as "El Negro,"
and husbands and wives everywhere sweet talk each other as
"mi negrito" or "mi negrita. " I've wondered if the reference hails
back to the days of slavery when blacks were patronized and
oppressed, but even if it does, Uruguayans today don't know that
and they harbor none of the prejudicial overtones of calling each
other "little Negroes."
So racial tensions run low in Uruguay. Grandma Garcia never
explained her reasons for hating blacks, but I suspect it might have
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stemmed from a bad experience. Or, who knows, she might have
been influenced by Nazis who escaped to Uruguay after the war.
But other people never showed any prejudice.
One afternoon Elder Kalu and I were wandering the streets
just south of the Garcias' house and talking with anyone who
crossed our path, when we came across a hunched old woman
with gray skin and a flowery, silky dress and a scarf which she
wore on her head to protect her wiry hair from the sun. She was
sweeping the dirt from her front walk into the street and into the
atmosphere in great clouds of dust. She looked up curiously when
we saluted, but didn't answer back. "Hello, how are you today?" I
repeated.
"Well," she said slowly, her voice hanging in the air like a
question. It wasn't clear if she meant "good" or if she meant co
continue. We stalled silently for a second, then spoke again.
"We're missionaries from The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints," said Kalu. "My name is Elder Kalu. I'm from
Nigeria. He's Elder Madden, from the United States." She stared
back at him silently, pursing her lips, but she didn't say anything.
"We have a message about Jesus Christ that we share with the
people-"
"Where in the United States?" she interrupted. It cook me
a second to understand her question.
'Tm from New Jersey," I said.
"I have relatives in New Jersey," she said, and then smiled
contentedly, as if she'd known I would be from New Jersey.
"Where in New Jersey?" I asked.
"N ew Jersey. ,,
"But what city?"
"New Jersey," she said with an air of finality, like I was the
one who didn't know his geography.
"Oh," I said, not wanting to argue. "It's very nice there.
Have you ever been to visit?"
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"No," she said sadly. "My husband is black." She stood
unsteadily and looked at me slowly, waiting for my nod of understanding. Bue I didn't understand.
"Why can't you go if your husband is black?" I said.
She sighed and smiled kindly at me, ''A few years ago my
relatives invited us to go visit them in New Jersey," she began .
"They have good jobs and a big house and a car. They come to
Uruguay sometimes and they wear the nicest clothes and they
can speak English. They were going to pay for our tickets and let
us stay with them. They said we could see New York from their
window. We wanted to go, but we couldn't because my husband
is black." She looked at me again as if I should know why that
was an obstacle.
"Why not? What does it matter if your husband is black?"
I wondered if Uruguayan passports were restricted to whites, or
if the U.S. embassy discriminated against blacks for visas.
"Because in the United States they kill all the black people,"
she said calmly, like it was common knowledge.
"What?" I asked incredulously. "Why do you think they kill
all the black people? Who told you that?"
"Everybody knows it, " she said.
"But they don't kill all the black people," I said. By now I
was feeling defensive. "I grew up with black people. I know lots
of black people, and they're just as happy as everybody else. How
can you think we kill them?"
"I didn't say you killed chem," she said. "But I saw on the
television that they were killing all the black people."
I first thought of South Africa, then of documentaries on
the slave trade. No matter how I tried, I couldn't figure out
what she was talking about. She was obviously mistaken, I reasoned, but my deep-set need to be right and to correct her
wrong notions kept me going. "When did you see that?" I
asked.
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"Not long ago," she said. "Right when my relatives invited
us to visit."
"But what year?" She was getting impatient with my questions, and Elder Kalu looked at me sternly and notched his
thumb between his long, bony fingers in the 'k' sign. He meant
"kill it." Shut up, man, she's not listening.
"I don't know," she said. "Maybe five years ago." She
scratched her nose with the broom handle.
"Was it something that happened then? Or was it a documentary?"
"It was the news," she said, annoyed. "They were showing
it all over the world."
"But where was it from?"
"The United States, I told you already," she said. Then,
"Los Angeles."
It clicked. She was talking about the Los Angeles Rodney
King trial riots. One black man beaten by police and random riot
coverage equals all black people being killed in the entire country.
It obviously wasn't a logical conclusion, but I tried logic on her
anyway.
"You mean the riots in Los Angeles? That was only one city,
and they weren't killing black people-black people were robbing
Korean people. And besides, Los Angeles is across the country
from New Jersey." She didn't get it. I continued, "Would you be
afraid here if the Venezuelans started killing black people?" She
stared curiously, unable to connect my question to the conversation. "California is as far from New Jersey as Uruguay is from
Venezuela. What happened in Los Angeles has nothing to do
with New Jersey. Black people are safe in New Jersey." I suppose
I really wanted to convince her to visit her relatives.
"All I know is what they told me," she said, picking up her
broom and turning to go back to her sweeping. "They kill all the
black people in the United States." She completed her pirouette,
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pushed open her front gate and slowly shuffled back into the
security of her front yard. Behind her we stared for a while, then
shrugged at each other and walked away. Kalu punctuated the
conversation with his only contribution co the debate: "I col' you
man. "
No matter how often I'm forced to learn it, I've never yet
really understood why some people can't tap into the Fountain of
Reason. Nowadays, what with postmodern philosophers and the
slippery nature of truth, it's difficult to assert any such thing as
reason, but I'm convinced chat it exists. Still, Jesus warned chat
before we attempt co cake the mote out of our brother's eye, we
ought to remove the beam from our own. Bue I guess deep down
I've always thought he wasn't talking co me. I cry to be conscientious and civil to ochers, either in ignoring or in pointing out their
mistakes, and I'm convinced chat I can always get the right answer
through reason. The most painful argument, for me, is the one
that is built on the incorrect assumption that nobody can ever be
right, or worse, chat if I was wrong last time, then now it's your
cum. Here was a woman whose erroneous ideas were so embedded that she blinded herself to a logical counter-explanation. Yee
I wonder where she got her ideas in the first place. She seemed so
uncrusting, and yet who was able to fill her head with the notion
chat all the blacks were being killed in the United Scates? Did
she trust her television? And by what thought process could she
interpret the snippets she saw of the riots as a large-scale genocide? Bue she did, and there was no way I could dissuade her.
It's a flaw, I suppose, that I felt the need co show her the
truth about my country. I grew frustrated with her denials and
illogic, as she turned farther from me because of my overexcicement. All things considered, though, people's misconceptions about the United Scates were small in comparison with
their lack of knowledge about Africa. Their strange notions drove
Elder Kalu crazy. And he decided that his mission in Durazno,
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besides that of winning converts to Mormonism, was to educate
the people about Africa.
It would be too much of an exaggeration to say always, but
I can tell you that nearly every person we ever talked to in
Durazno after Elder Kalu had been there for a week had already
heard about him. "Ah, yes. You're the Africano," they'd say, and he'd
smile. "I'm Elder Kalu, without an accent. " They were always
calling him Kaloo and he hated that.
'Tm from Nigeria, the ones who are going to win the World
Cup," he taunted. Uruguay hadn't qualified, and the Uruguayan
men were heartbroken. Their glory years had ended with
Uruguay's last win in the Mundial in 1950. Still, they were fiercely
proud that such a small country had won two World Cups and
were equally humbled that their team this year was sitting at
home. Then he'd introduce me. "This is Elder Madden from the
United States, where they're playing the Mundial."
Anyone else would have caused a big stir with his boasting
and ridicule of the most sacred of Uruguayan traditions. But the
people loved Elder Kalu the Nigeriano even before they ever met
him. They seemed proud to have him, a real live African, in their
little unknown town. Some Church members, who got to know
him personally, claimed to have had dreams that he would come
to their town. Once he was there, word about him spread quickly.
He told me that in every area he'd been in he heard the same
story.
Even the people who didn't know him noticed. One
Sunday afternoon, Richard Cisneros, from across town, bicycled
over to drop off a political cartoon from the Sunday paper. It
showed Elder Kalu, helmet-on-head and backpack-on-back,
watching a soccer game in a bar with an assortment of locals.
One of them says, "Wow! Those Africans sure play well!"
Another responds, "Look at the Nigerians run!" And above them
all, Elder Kalu chides, in ungrammatical Spanish, "Ha ha ha.
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We're in the Mundial, and you all are stuck at home!" We never
found out who drew the picture.
He was famous. Though his celebrity didn't help much with
opening doors to teach the gospel, we had many lively doorway
conversations about politics and Jutbol. The common people
were excited to have this novelty in their midst, and eager to
make a good impression. Most common of their show-off comments was, "Congratulations on Mandela! " Nelson Mandela had
just been elected President of South Africa. It was a trying time
for Elder Kalu's nerves.
Depending on his mood, Elder Kalu might ignore the
compliment and get down to business, or, more likely, give a geography lesson. "~jQue Mandela!?" His tone meant "What are you
talking about!?"
"Mandela's not from my country. South Africa is as far from
Nigeria as Venezuela is from Uruguay. You don't hear me congratulating you on Venezuela's president, do you?" They cowered.
We were fond of Venezuela as a distant reference point.
"Africa isn't all one country. Not all black people are the
same. There are more countries in Africa than any other continent . . . . " They were losing interest, but smiling sheepishly.
Usually by the time he was done they were casting sideways
glances at me, shrugging as if to say 'Tm sorry." I usually smiled
at them, basking in his didactic tirade and thinking, in a singsong, "They're not listening." Surprisingly, nobody was ever
openly offended by his rebukes.
People were good natured about being taught African geography and seemed to brush off his reproaches as easily as they forgot what he told them. So, after all, I don't know what effect
Elder Kalu had on most of the people we met. They were too
high in the clouds, excited to be graced by the presence of an
exotic foreigner, to hear our real message-the one about eternal
salvation-and they were too ingrained in their simplistic
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notions about the outside world to broaden their horizons even
when a real live African came to teach them. Elder Kalu took it
all in stride, his bright smile-the stereotypical see-it-in-the-dark
whites against his dark face-was a constant reminder that he
was happy being who he was and doing what he was doing. I was
happy he was doing it with me.
When he realized with certain people that he could never
change them, he started telling them, "In Africa, we have lions
roaming the streets and eating the garbage just like the dogs do
here." They'd become wide eyed. "And we ride on elephants to
go to work." C'mon, they'd say, You're joking. "No! And for us
malaria is just like an ataque de higado for you all." The liver
attack was painful, but nothing like malaria, they'd say. "It's
true!" and he'd laugh and they'd know he was pulling their leg,
or, in Spanish, pulling their hair. Then he'd whisper to me, "You
tell dem enough lies and maybeh you wake dem from deir
slumber."
We spent our days talking, laughing, singing old Catholic
hymns as we rode down the street. We told the skeptical people
we met that we had both been altar boys at one time and that the
Mormons and the Catholics believed almost the same things.
When people just wouldn't listen, Elder Kalu would tell me,
"You can't fight wit' a bull." Then we'd leave. When we saw the
sad results of drunkenness, abuse, and irresponsible and fighting
parents, Kalu said, "When the elephants fight, the grass suffers."
He talked about the members of his tribe, the lgbos, who had
mysterious powers to control the weather, and he kept me rapt
with accounts of the tribal wars and governmental uprisings in
Nigeria during his lifetime.
One day like any other, as we left the house right on time,
according to our prescribed schedule, I mused, like it was a revelation, "There's nobody here to tell us what to do. We could be
doing whatever we want. "
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"Yeah," he completed my thought, "but we doin' da right
ting anyweh!"
Though I don't think it had anything to do with being
black, twice in the time I knew him Elder Kalu was called to be a
district leader and then a week later "demoted" because another
missionary complained and was given the position. Both times it
was because Elder Kalu was younger missionwise than another
missionary in the district. Usually callings weren't given on the
basis of mission age, but in the two instances involving Elder
Kalu, they eventually were. The second time it happened was in
Durazno. Once again I felt offended on his behalf.
We were sitting on our beds one night in our long underwear and socks with our electric heater boxes blowing in our
faces and we were talking. Finally I got up the courage to ask
him, "What do you think about Gull and Newton complaining
and getting called as district leader over you? That's twice."
He always smiled when I asked him questions he had figured
out long ago. He looked up beaming and said simply, "Hey man,
we' all missionaries here. " I understood, and my love of Elder
Kalu found a new hold. "Hey man, we' all missionaries here," and
nothing more. I determined that I would emulate his humility
and disinterested service-be a missionary like he was. Shortly
after that conversation, we were separated. I went off to remote
Carmelo, on the southwestern coast of Uruguay, across the Rio
de la Plata from Buenos Aires, and Kalu stayed on for another
month in Durazno to train a new missionary. I always remembered what he had taught me.
Because I kept up on the news from Durazno, I was the one
who cold Elder Kalu when Grandma Garcia finally died. le was
the closest to vindictive I ever saw him. "Good," he said, nodding. I was surprised. He continued, "I hope when she get dere
dey put her wit' all the Negroes dat evah live." Then he laughed,
a great big hearty laugh, and I hoped God would listen to him.
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I Ken Bishop

Thin Daughter
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Alma Christi Call
My hands smell like onions.
The chicken breasts between us.
Well, eat up! I say.
She scares at her hand

I have molded around a fork
until it shakes open.
The fork leaves dents
in her fingers.
You have co eat.
Her head jerks up.
It is the cumin sharp
in my nose chat reddens
my eyes, blurs my vision.
While marinara bleeds
with broccoli juice across
che white bones of her place.
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Old McDonald [Had a Farm]
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Joseph Anthony Hunt
When I worked for the Nobel Prize committee,
they gave me a Visa card,
a rain slicker, and fifteen weeks
to find the man
who wrote "Old McDonald [Had a Farm]."

"We want to give him the Nobel Prize."
"For literature?"
"For literature, chemistry, peace,
it doesn't matter."
"Ee," he said.
"Aye," he said.
"Oh."
And then he sighedan eighteen-second sigh.
I'd never heard anyone sigh for so long before.
I couldn't leave soon enough.
I slept that night in the Nobel Prize Hotel.
At 2:30 a.m., the telephone rang.
"Have you left yet?"
('No."

"You'll find a taxicab outside the lobby,
continental breakfast in the backseat,
and slippers, underneath your bed."
I went first to Oregon, Klamath Falls,
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the city I was born in.
There, there are lots of farms,
with a quack quack here
and a quack quack there.
I met a man, at Country Villa candy store
(which also sells petroleum).
"I hear you're looking for Shiloh McCarthy."
"Who?" I said.
He pulled out a gun.
"Get into the car."
The car was a '79 Cadillac Seville,
black, with leather interior, anti-lock brakes ...
"Calm yourself," the man spoke.
"The revolver is merely to emphasize my point.
It's not even loaded-see?
My moustache isn't real, either."
I nodded.
"Shiloh McCarthy is the man whom you seek,
the man who wrote the song you know so well.
I am Emil, emissary of the Catholic Church."
"Bur why?" I said.
"The Church desires to make him a saint."
"Really?" I said.
"Yes," he said.
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"This is no joke."
I licked my lips with my tongue
and rolled my eyes backwards,
co chink.
"To be a saint," I said,
"you have co be dead."
"Yes, for one year."
"Hm. Then he's dead?"
"Yes.))

(I didn't know if Nobel prizes
could be given co dead people.)
"Hm."

"We've been studying his life
in chis vicinity for two months."
"Hm."
"So far, 'things are looking up,'
as they say."
"To be a saint," I said,
"you have co do three miracles."
"Yes," he said.
"What were his miracles?"
"Ee," he said.
"Aye," he said.

"Oh."
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The Fruitcake I Bury
in My Backyard Each January
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Q. Woodward
I can't tell her no, so she brings the same thing
every year. "Oh, Grandma," I say, "you shouldn't
have." It is the only truth I speak all week. She settles
into my rocking chair, and I set the heavy block
beside the microwave to sit in its plastic shroud
for seven days-seven slow days until she leaves.
Every night at dinner she mentions it. I feign deafness.
She persists. "We've just had so many sweets lately,"
I conjure. "Besides, we want to save it all for ourselves"as if our greed for her gift were boundless.
Her car rolls out of the driveway, and I crouch
beside my back porch, digging the eighth identical,
tiny grave alongside the last seven years' unmarked
martyrs. I wonder if their rubber-fruit skeletons are still
resting beneath the hard winter earth,
and if, when Grandma goes the way of all
fruitcake, she'll meet the ghosts of her
offerings and learn the secret of my an nual wake.
One day, when my mother begins bringing
my children the same C hristmas curse, Grandma
will soar through the sky to my home, flo at above
the row of stockings hanging from my mantle,
and cast an angel's spell of hardened dates and
bitter nuts upon my calloused heart.
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I Ken Bishop

Wednesday Tennis
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Christine Guerra

he courts were reserved-Tuesday nights for the men's tennis
team and Wednesday mornings for the women's team.
After the children had gone to school and the husbands to
work, the women would put on short white skirts and gold
bracelets. They each drove, one lone head in the minivan, and
waited together at the end of the court. They pulled their husbands' green beer bottles out of the trash and said, "Do you
believe them? Glass on the court. What were they thinking?"
"They weren't thinking."
"I'll have a talk with my Harry tonight."
"If it breaks and gets in the surface, you can never get it out."
"This is the reason we have a charter."
"Glass," Delia said.
They would play until the sun rose above the tree line, till
the cool of the morning started to burn off. Not competitive
like the men. The men played in the heat. Their shirts would
stick, and they would pull them out by the tails to rearrange the

T
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beads on their swarthy faces. The men threw away their game
balls after a match, considering all the sport to have been
smashed out of them by their mighty strokes, but the women
pulled the cans of balls out of the trash the next morning, used
them for practice, and found they still bounced.
Delia shook her head with the rest of them when they
talked about the men. Her husband didn't play tennis with the
neighborhood. He preferred racquetball at the health club. He
wouldn't stand out in the cul-de-sac with the other men on
Saturdays, either, and talk about whatever it was those men talked
about. Delia didn't understand this about Paul. The men always
looked so friendly. They were older; you could see the shine of
their scalps through the wisps of hair. They were stable. When
they mowed their lawns, you could tell how far along they were
or whether they had done the back first by how much red sunburn showed through their hair. Paul paid a teenager from the
next street over to keep the yard. Delia asked him to do it himself,
just once, and said she would bring him lemonade when he
stopped to change the bag. He told her she could take lemonade
to the teenager.
Sonya lived in the stucco house with dormer windows on
the corner. She invited Delia to the team. "Come wheeze with the
old ladies," she said. "Lend us some youth." Sonya came from
Norway with her husband and talked as though she had something in her mouth. Delia let the words go into every part of her
mouth, especially when she spoke with Sonya, as if she could
improve her accent by example. Sonya was an atheist-Delia
half-expected her to be a shoplifter or a child abuser.
There was an order to things, Delia thought. Baptists were
at the top, the most virtuous. Under them were the Methodists,
then Catholics and Jews. Below them, populating the prisons,
were the cultists and atheists. Delia had never met anyone in
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pnson. The farthest she'd ever been from the Chacahoochee
River was New York City. She had gone there on a cheater trip
when she was nineteen. le was an ungodly city, a Sodom, a
Gomorrah. She hadn't been mugged, but a waiter padded their
bill. To her it was the same. Best co stay in your own pond, she
thought. She did not believe in evolution. Fish should stay fish.
Paul had lived in California for a year, before his father
repented. That was when Paul was twelve. Paul said chat before
he met Delia, he had wanted to live in San Francisco, but chat
Delia had helped him to see what he really wanted. He still
thought it was a nice place to visit. Delia was working on chat.
I I I
The tennis coach was a short Jewish boy who lived in the
city and drove a VW Rabbit the color of an under-ripe lemon.
"Ladies," he always said. "Ladies." He was raised in South
Carolina. You could cell. "Ladies, lee's gee chose racquets up." He
had hair on his arms and very white teeth. He smiled like a
toothpaste model. His leg muscles were bunched. Sometimes,
Delia would catch herself watching him walk, his calves swelling
and smooching.
Sonya would grip her racquet like an ax. The Jewish boy
would say, "Ladies, shake hands with the grip," and she would
say, "Glad to meet you."
Delia kept a paperback Bible on her nightstand. Paul wanted
to gee her a nicer one, but she said chat she would feel bad bending
the spine back. When she didn't feel like reading, she would cell
Paul that she had been studying the Word in the afternoon and
chat she needed time to digest. She believed greacly in the need
to digest the Word.
Delia had a bachelor's degree in biology from the small
Baptist college where she met Paul. She had planned on medical
school before she met Paul. But when you meet the right one,
all your ocher plans become dispensable. She cold Sonya chat.
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"Two people with one direction," Delia said.
"le cakes work," Sonya said.
"The Bible says chat Jesus will do the work," Delia said.
Sonya smiled politely. She didn't believe.
Delia heard the riffled hum of bees.
"I wasn't accepted co medical school. I wasn't smart enough."
She held five balls on the flat of her racquet. "I sure don't know
what I would do without Jesus-what I would have done if I
didn't know chat Jesus was guiding me."
"In ocher places, people don't believe like you."
"It's not believing. It's just true."
Sonya drank from a bottle of water that had ice forced
through the neck.
Monday mornings, Delia clipped the coupons from the
Sunday paper and did the shopping. She liked doing chem back
co back so chat she could remember better what she had clipped. It
reminded her of when Paul was still in college and every fifty
cents mattered. They went over and over the bills, offering to cut
personal luxuries. Paul skipped lunch, without celling her. He
insisted chat she buy scented candles, since she liked them so
much. He would bring chem with wildflowers wrapped in che free
supermarket newspaper. Now, the house was filled with candles.
She would watch the children on the street and wait for
Paul's car, pushing all the wax co the center of the candle. She
thought that she should have lived back when they sealed
envelopes with wax drippings. She thought chat she would have
been very good at that.
She said co Paul, "Maybe I should gee a job."
He said, "Do you need money?"
She said, "I miss working."
He said, "Do whatever you want." Delia didn't mention it
agam.
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Sonya said, "Where did you learn co serve? I can't do it."
"Jesus does the work," Delia said.
"I hope he has more important things co do than chat,"
another woman said. They laughed, very friendly. Delia decided
chat the woman must not be a Christian.
Delia said, "I never thought a person could be happy without Jesus. "
"le can be hard co be happy. As hard as serving," Sonya said.
She swung her racquet shore. She didn't screech like she should
have. The ball bounced in the lane.
The Jewish boy said, "Ladies. Like picking an orange,
ladies."
Tuesdays Delia had lunch with her sister, who lived with a
man. The sister swore a lot and made Delia uncomfortable, but
at the end of the lunch, she would say, "It is so refreshing to talk
co you." Delia would always bring her a scripture co read, written
on a piece of paper, even though she knew chat the sister wrapped
her gum with it. Delia didn't really look chem up. She copied
chem off her daily calendar for Christian women.
Thursdays the cleaning lady came, and Delia cook the laundry co the cleaners. Fridays she went to the postnatal wing of the
hospital and looked at the babies. She would lay her face against
the glass and cry to read the charts. Paul said, "When the Lord
wants us to have children, He'll send chem to us. " He counted
days for her. He was tender. She was taking birch control pills,
but didn't cell him.
"Follow through, ladies. Puc some power in it, ladies. "

I I I
Paul liked to cook. He would bring home special cuts of meat,
or ripe vegetables, and make dinner. Delia said it threw off her
shopping. She didn't really like to cook. For lunch, she ace peanut
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butter sandwiches. She also liked yogurt and chewy granola bars
with chocolate chips. She bought the kind of yogurt printed with
dinosaurs, because the grown-up yogurt had chunks of fruit in it.
She didn't like chunks.
Sonya had two children, ten and thirteen, and she tutored
college students in physics. Sonya had never eaten a peanut
butter sandwich in her life. Delia didn't know that for a fact, but
it seemed true. Sonya's husband looked like he was sixty.
Paul came home and said, "A woman tried to pick me up at
the gas station today, can you believe it?"
Delia said, "Didn't you tell her you were married?"
Paul said, "Sure I did. It's just funny."
I I I
Delia told her sister, "I don't know what to do with kids."
"What? It's easy. That's what they invented TV for. " The
sister was looking at the waiter, trying to catch his eye.
"What would I feed them?"
"They love peanut butter sandwiches. And macaroni and
cheese. And anything that comes in a can. If it gets too tough,
give them ice cream. They'll eat it till they explode. " The man she
had lived with before had a son, who was only aJlowed to visit
them once a month. Delia thought that was too generous.
"Why don't you have any kids?" Delia said.
"Oh," the sister said, "Because they ruin your sex life. But
that wouldn't bother you as much."
Delia didn't answer.
Paul thought they needed a vacation. Time to get away, and
relax. Stress could make you sterile, he said. Could make either
one of us sterile. He said, imagine us at the beach, with the
moonlight and the surf. What a beautiful way to make a baby, he
said. We could always tell him where he was made, he said.
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Delia said, "Why would you tell a child about where it was
conceived? It would warp its mind."
Delia said she couldn't go anyway, that she couldn't leave
until the tennis season was over. The others were counting on
her, she said.
Delia had trouble praying lately. She felt silly, as though
someone watching her would think she was talking to herself.
She didn't sing in the car anymore, either. She never danced
alone. She didn't care for dancing in public, either, unless someone said to her that she danced beautifully. Then she enjoyed it.
I I I
Delia said, "Maybe the Lord just doesn't want us to have
children. Maybe we should just give up."
Paul tried to touch her hand, but she pulled it away.
I I I
"Ladies, concentrate. Ladies, be sure to eat lots of carbohydrates before the match. Pastas and breads, ladies. Pastas and
breads."
Delia zipped her racquet into the bag and packed her tennis
balls into the can. The lid was missing again.
'Tm bringing cream puffs for after the match."
"After exercising?"
"We've earned some extra calories."
"Don't tell Bob. He's on a no sugar diet."
"They are worse than the children, really."
"Yes," Delia said. "They never want what's good for them."
I I I
Paul asked if she wanted him to come watch her play. She
said yes, but when he was there, he made her nervous. After the
first set, she waved him over to the chain-link fence and asked
him to leave.
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When she got home, he said, "Do you want a divorce?" He
stood at the bottom of the stairs. She stood on the third stair. She
could see the top of his head, where the hair was just beginning
to thin.
She said, "Divorce is a sin in the eyes of God."
"So is lying," he said. "You don't want me. I'm going to a
hotel."
She said, "Wait, we'll have children. Wait. We can fix this. "
He said, "I don't understand you."
She said, "I might be pregnant right now. It might happen
tonight. Don't go."
He said, "We need help."
She said, "You're right. We'll pray. "
He said, "I don't think I can right now."
I I I
After dinner, after the news, when the house was dark and
cool, Delia watched the moonlight on the wall. In the pine
branches, the moon made shapes of light. An old man at first,
then a toy soldier. Then it looked like Jesus, bending slightly
towards the window.
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Our First Christmas Eve
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

N. Andrew Spackman
The air above my parents' roof is cold.
It pushes smoke back down the chimney.
I turn off the fire alarm
and open both windows, but
my wife and I still can't breathe,
so I hang a wet towel from the mantel,
next co the Christmas stockings
my mom made for us.
On mine she needled baby.
The one she made for Kathy
is black with soot.
Beneath the smoke,
Kathy and I drink eggnog.
On our hands and knees,
we lap it up like kittens.
She hides her hands in my hair
and sponges my face with kisses.
"Be soft," she says
when I bite her lip on the hide-a-bed.
That night, in dreams, I stand before her,
black with soot and tempting.
She says all she wants is a pomegranate.
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I Ken Bishop

Purple Armchairs
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Amy Baker

y brother said he saw a band of dogs once that were really
skinny and had no hair. They were about a foot tall and
had big eyes. He said they were sniffing cars' tires but
quickly trotted away when they saw him. I laughed
when he cold me, picturing a bunch of lanky, pink-skinned dogs
running around. I laughed-until he said that they had a disease.
I had never heard much about Parvo virus before. I thought
it had ro do with dogs and cats and tapeworms. I wondered if
Parvo was the disease the dogs had that made them lose their
hair. Someone told me animals die from Parvo. Their dog had it,
and it stopped eating.
We had the same dog for nearly fourteen years. She was a
gorgeous golden retriever. People used to stop us on the street
and tell us how beautiful she was. People think dogs can't smile,
but she could. We would scratch her back and examine her teeth,
and come to the conclusion that, "Yep, yep, she's smiling." We
didn't treat her like a human, but she thought she was one. She

M
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was always healthy and fairly energetic, and then she got a tumor
and died. It wasn't because of the Parvo disease-it was cancer.
The word reminds me of death. Perhaps it is because my
dog died of cancer. Perhaps because my dad had cancer, though he
didn't die. I think of a little girl I know cheerfully reading a picture
book with her parents on the third floor of a Hollywood hospital,
while the invisible cancer grew inside her. She had no hair.
I I I
I began to get bruises on my legs in February of 1996 after
I went skiing for the third time in my life. I was confidently flying
down a blue diamond run at Sundance Ski Resort near Provo,
Utah. I heard a groan from behind me and then a "Whooooaaah"
and a man barreled into me. My skis flew, and so did I. I finally
stopped after thirty feet of sliding. The man who crashed into me
was near the bottom of the mountain. I guess he was sorry,
though he was too far away to yell it. My legs throbbed as I began
the search for my skis. I knew bruises would follow. I just didn't
know they would be massive.
The bruising on my arms was worse than on my legs. I
went to a church activity at the park and played grass volleyball
one night. Our team won. We laughed and slapped each other
high-fives. Later that night, my entire forearms were dark blue
and covered with tiny red and blue dots. Playing volleyball had
never done that to me. People would gasp at my arms, and I
would show them and laugh about it because they looked a lot
worse than they felt. I even took a picture of my bruises to send
to my family in California.
I thought my family would be surprised too, and laugh,
because that is what I did. They didn't. My mom first asked me
if I was eating. She suggested that I go to the doctor when I got
home. I flew home to California after finals in April. When I
took a shower that night, I noticed huge bruises on the back of
my thighs. They were from sitting on the airplane seat.
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The next day I went to see a doctor out in North
Hollywood. She asked how my year at college had been and then
checked my ears with chose poinry ear-lookers chat have little
lights. She asked if anything else was wrong. I showed her my
bruises. She looked at chem and acted nonchalantly, as if everyone
went in there with serious bruising. She cold me to have a few
blood tests done and to go home. I shrugged, concluding chat I
needed more iron in my diet, and left the clinic without answers.
On the way home I thought of my boyfriend, Matt, who
cold me chat they thought he had leukemia when he was nine.
Matt was hospitalized for three weeks. His mom cells of how
when she touched his arm it left a bruise in the shape of a handprint. His body had nearly stopped producing platelets, the
blood-clotting cells. He had to have a bone marrow test where
they stuck a long needle into his lower back to penetrate the
spine. The tests came out negative for leukemia. What he did
have was idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura-commonly
called "ITP." That's a very long name for a platelet-destroying
pathogen in the body. (Originally, I had thought Matt made the
word up!) Doctors don't know what causes platelet destruction
with ITP. (ITP is different from hemophilia-with hemophilia,
at any given time your body doesn't produce enough platelets;
with ITP something in your body destroys platelets you have
already produced. Both diseases cause severe bruising.)
I had severe bruising. Within three hours of the time
I arrived home from the clinic, the phone rang. It was
Dr. Baer.
"Guess what," she said and sighed. "I have news for you."
I sac Indian-sryle on the blue carpet of my room as my heart beat
faster. I leaned forward, as if trying to get closer to the doctor's
voice. "You have something called ITP," she said.
I almost laughed. "You mean idiopathic chrombocytopenic
purpura?" I said. "My boyfriend had that when he was little."
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All I could think about was how Matt was never going to believe
me when I told him this one.
"You are going to have to come in tomorrow and the next
day for eight hours of IV in the oncology department."
Oncology means cancer, I immediately thought. My attention heightened. I felt as though someone had snapped their fingers in front of my face. I grabbed a pen and the nearest piece of
paper I could find to write notes.
"Your platelets are being destroyed and we don't know why.
We are expecting to receive tests back soon to find out if a
virus is causing this or if we'll need to do additional tests for
leukemia." I took notes furiously. She said that a normal person
has between a 150,000 and 250,000 platelet count. If the platelet
count falls below 10,000, internal organs can begin to bleed and
there is no way to stop the bleeding-the patient dies. She said
my platelet count was 13,000.
I froze. "What's this IV deal?'' I asked. Thoughts of HIV
and contracting other diseases from infected blood transfusions
saturated my brain. She explained that it was gamma-globulin, a
man-made substance that would coat and protect each individual
platelet cell. She explained that having the IV treatment tomorrow was crucial to my staying alive. With my platelet count at
13,000, if I bumped into anything the internal bleeding would
likely not stop and I would have to be hospitalized. I made
arrangements with her to arrive at the oncology department at
8:00 a.m. the next morning and asked if she could be reached
later. I knew my parents would want to talk to her.
I I I
Joanne, the nurse, typed my name into the computer and
told us we could wait in the treatment room. The first thing
I noticed were the room's big windows. The walls and floors
were white. My mom and I each sat in one of the purple reclining chairs that were against the walls below the windows.
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Hey purple chairs! I remember thinking. These chairs are the same
color as my bruises!
That's all there was in the room, lounge chairs and small

television screens clamped onto the ceiling. The rest of the room
was open space. Out the windows, beyond the chaotic city streets
that were under construction, I could see the ocean and Santa
Monica beach. Catalina Island would have been visible, if it
weren't for the smog.
My eyes shifted from the window when Dr. Sleight
emerged from his office. He was call and bald. He wore a bright
blue Hawaiian shire with gaudy flowers and white pants. I
thought the shirt was humorous, though I remember chinking,
Are they allowed to wear things like that?
He smiled and shook my mom's hand, introducing himself.
He began to explain the intravenous procedure. He said there
was no risk of transferring any diseases during the treatment
because the gamma-globulin was man-made. The IV was imperative, he said. He reminded me chat my platelet count was
13,000 and if it dropped below 10,000, I would have serious
problems. My mom and I still felt apprehensive. Everything had
happened too fast. The day before, I had gone co the doctor
chinking she was going to cell me to eat more bananas or vitamins. Now I was going to have intravenous treatment. I had
never even broken a bone before.
We believed the doctor, though, despite his casual
Hawaiian shirt chat somehow made him seem less professional. I
guess he just had a good sense of humor. He immediately called
the lab and asked them to send up the boccies of gamma-globulin.
The procedure would cake about eight hours that day and eight
hours the next. Great, I thought. Sixteen hours in purple reclining
chairs with the beach out the window to long for.
The nurse said che IV might make me sick initially. She was
right. After eight hours, Joanne removed the needle from my
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hand with the care of a gentle mother. I winced as the blood
poured out. I couldn't handle the sight or thought of blood and
tnJunes.
My mom drove me home. I was achy and dizzy and almost
couldn't walk. I threw up fourteen times when I got home. My
dad and our neighbor, the former bishop, gave me a priesthood
blessing that night. I wanted to go to sleep and stop throwing up.
I remember feeling that the blessing would give me relief for at
least a few hours. It did. I fell asleep.
I I I
The next morning I awoke with another eight hours of IV
and throwing up to look forward to. Dr. Sleight greeted us in
the treatment room with a smile and white pants identical to
yesterday's. He was wearing a yellow Hawaiian shirt this time. I
wondered how many pairs of white pants he had and how many
times he had been to Hawaii.
"Good news, Amy!" he proclaimed. "You have a virus."
My mom and I sat confused as to why that was good news.
"With ITP we don't usually know what is destroying platelets,"
he said. "But your blood has tested positive for a virus, so we
have a better idea of the nature of the beast. You have something
called Parvo Virus B-19. " Parvo! That is the dog disease that
gives them tapeworms or something. Dogs die from that. They
stop eating. I wondered if they lost their hair. My mom must
have been thinking the same thing, because she immediately
spoke.
"Isn't that the same disease that dogs and cats get?"
"No!" the doctor said, nearly shouting. He seemed almost
offended. "They are completely different! Humans cannot get
the Parvo disease that animals get." My mom turned to me with
a "sorry-I-asked" look. He nodded seriously. "It is not the same
disease, and Amy will not die from it. "
I I I
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The second day of IV treatment went better than the first. I
had a severe headache still, but I didn't throw up. The doctor suggested chat I come in tomorrow for a third consecutive day. I
would only have a blood test, though, to insure chat the gammaglobulin was working. I then knew where I would be spending
my summer-at the hospital.
I began to go to the hospital each week for a blood test to
determine my platelet count. If my count was under 50,000, I
stayed for eight hours of IV chat day and come back for eight
hours the next day. I ended up having an IV treatment every
third week.
I did not realize at the time how serious it is when platelets
are destroyed. During the time chat I discovered severe bruises
my freshman year at BYU, I made my roommate, Mandy, come
with me to donate plasma. (They pay you for your plasma.) The
assistants at the plasma center first checked our veins to see if
they were big enough. They then cold us chat they were sorry, but
we would have to come back another time. The electricity had
gone out.
Mandy and I walked the six blocks home, disappointed not
to have gotten paid, but secretly relieved to be getting away from
long, sharp needles. What I really should have felt was lucky. If
they had stuck a needle in me at chat time to remove blood and
plasma, I probably would have had to have been hospitalized. I am
sure my platelet count was low at the time because my arms and
legs were covered with bruises. My body would have had no way
to stop bleeding. I could have bled to death.
I I I
I didn't feel sick. I had a virus in my blood but I didn't feel
different. I got up early and ran two to three miles everyday, even
on IV treatment days. I lived my normal life, working for my
dad's exchange student company every morning and going out
with friends at night. I even went on a four-day backpacking trip
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to Yosemite National Park in lace May, though I probably
shouldn't have. (I didn't cell my doctor about chat one.) The
thing chat slowed me down was fatigue. I was tired all of the
time. I would fall asleep everywhere. Ac rimes I lacked the energy
to get up, and I would doze off.
My nurse suggested that I not run everyday. She said I
needed to allow my body to rest. I had played sports and been
active my entire life. I didn't want to stop running. It seems
like such a small thing, bur I didn't think I could live without
exerc1s111g.
I lived. I was lucky. Some children who regularly received
treatment in the purple-chair room of the hospital have already
died of cancer, mostly leukemia.
Besides myself, there were nine other "regulars." They were
children who were receiving their treatment at the same time as
me. We would smile and say hi, though we didn't talk much to
each other. The only way we knew each other's medical stories
was through observation. There were two boys who always got a
mustard-yellow liquid through IV. They were receiving platelets.
I wondered if they had hemophilia. I never asked chem about
their diseases or their lives, nor did they ask me. We just smiled.
I remember one day, when there were only a few people
in the room. There was a beeping sound and the nurse gently
took the needle out of a little girl's hand. The nurses loved the
children and grew attached to chem. One nurse, Joanne, said it
tore her heart ro work there because children suffered and died a
lot of the time. Joanne was a master at IV needle-removing. She
could do it with one quick sweep and it didn't hurt as much as
when the other nurses took needles out. Joanne was careful, but
the little girl whimpered softly when the needle was removed.
She clenched her mother's arm and tears streamed. The mother
stroked her daughter's hair. Joanne put a soft gauze pad over the
puncture wound and smiled.
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"Is chat your favorite book, Sophia?" The girl nodded, her
bottom lip jutting out, and she sniffled. She was reading it the
last time I came. The girl's sobs died down when Joanne kissed
her forehead. Joanne said it tore her heart to work there, but it
must have also fed her soul.
I sat across the room that day with an IV needle in my
hand. It was secured with large amounts of tape. I had brought
several books to read, but I watched Oprah and Monte! Williams
talk shows for an hour or so. I seemed to forget about viruses and
treatments and leukemia while I watched daughters bring their
mothers on the talk shows to get makeovers.
Finally I turned off the television to study Spanish vocabulary words. I was enrolled in Spanish 345 class for fall semester
and was nervous that the class would be difficult. My dad gave
me the vocab words. He is a high school Spanish teacher.
My IV beeped. Joanne came to push buttons on the digital
flow regulator. I asked her how much longer she thought the
treatment would take chat day. She checked the amount of fluid
left in the bottle, looked at her watch, and told me it would be
another three to four hours. I smiled and thanked her. I remember,
at chat moment, wishing I was at the beach.
I am sure all chose little children chat I saw in the treatment
room also wanted to go to the beach instead of the clinic. But
they couldn't. Much of their lives was spent there at the hospital
receiving IV fluid or having tests done. Many of chem went to
the hospital at least twice a week; some went everyday. They did
it to stay alive.
Many times I would sit in the purple armchair and count the
hours chat I had left of IV treatment. I knew chat my Parvo virus
would go away after it "ran its course" and I would be better. If the
virus didn't leave, removing my spleen would solve the problem.
Dr. Sleight didn't want to do chat though, because it would
be a major operation and I would have to take pills everyday for
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the rest of my life. He said he was hopeful chat the virus would
eventually leave, though it might cake two years.
The little children chat I shared the treatment room with
did not have chat comfort. They did not know when they were
going co gee better. Many probably never would. Some would
not live co see their next Christmas.
One day a girl named Sandra came into the clinic. She was
probably about twenty years old. I had seen her previous times,
but she never got IV treatment. Most of the time she just sat in
the room and waited co see the doctor. One of the nurses paused
to look at Sandra on her way co check a boy's IV flow regulator.
"You got a new wig!" the nurse said. "It looks so good!"
Sandra was beaming. I smiled coo. It did look good. I didn't
know Sandra wore a wig. I supposed she had lost her hair from
chemotherapy.
I sat in the purple armchair and watched the school-age
children receive IV while doing their homework. Two brothers
always did math together. Their parents never came to the clinic.
They probably just dropped chem off and picked them up. The
process had become a routine, a part of their lives. I thought of
their mother asking chem lacer chat evening how many math
problems they had finished chat day at the clinic.
The armchairs were big and comfortable. I remember the
feeling of their fibers on my skin and their scale smell, like they'd
been taken out of a home's front room chat the family rarely used.
You could almost fie two of me in one of the chairs, three of
the little kids. I had difficulty falling asleep in chem, though. I
was afraid I would move around too much in my sleep, and the IV
needle would come loose. One day I did fall asleep and the needle
slipped. I woke up and the top of my left hand was swollen almost
an inch and a half higher than normal. There was a big bubble
under my skin. I looked at it and felc like I was going to faint. The
nurse hurried over and quickly removed the needle. She said the
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gamma-globulin fluid had seeped into my tissues, but chat the
swelling would go down within a few days. I was relieved.
I began to feel more grateful for good health. My body was
not completely healthy, but I was glad to be alive. I was able to
run and hike and do things that I loved. I could breathe without
a respirator, and I could walk. I had forgotten that health and
our very lives are such blessings.
I I
Dr. Sleight began to be concerned about what would happen
in the fall when school began. I had planned to go back to BYU
and was registered for September classes. I was greatly looking
forward to it. The question was how I would receive my IV treatments. The closest hospital that accepted our medical insurance
was in Denver. One plan was to fly to Colorado every three
weeks to receive treatment. My mom suggested that I fly home,
though, because I knew the California hospital and staff well. We
discussed the subject a bit more and tentatively decided chat I
would get a blood test to determine my platelet count each week
in Provo at the BYU Health Center. I would have the Health
Center fax the results to Dr. Sleight. If my platelet count was low
enough, I could cake some special steroids or fly home for a
weekend of IV treatments.
As my mom and I talked one afternoon about plans for the
school year, Dr. Sleight went back into his office. He emerged a
few minutes later with a lei of artificial flowers around his neck.
He was grinning. "How about transferring to BYU-Hawaii?" he
said in a salesman's voice. "We have a clinic in Hawaii chat accepts
your insurance!" I laughed. Going to Hawaii sounded like paradise to me. But I shook my head. Everything had been arranged
for me to return to Provo. I had paid my tuition and my first
month's rent. My friends were there. I was going back.
I left for Provo two days after an IV treatment on August
24th. My platelet count was high due to the gamma-globulin
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boost. I said goodbye to my family and then stepped on the
plane, wondering if I would be back three weeks later.

I

I

I

I didn't think much about platelets while at school, though
I went to the Health Center each week. At first my count was a
high 125,000 from the recent IV in August. Then it began to
drop. One week it was 69,000. Dr. Sleight had set the rule that
if my platelet count went below 50,000, I would have to fly
home. However, after a month my platelet count began to be
stable. The lowest it got at school was 65,000 . I never flew home.
I concluded that the virus had left.
I wonder sometimes at the curiousness of the experience.
The electricity went off in the plasma-donating center before I
knew I had a virus. The virus gradually went away after I returned
to school.
I know people prayed for me. Older ladies in my ward's
Relief Society came up to me and said, "Hope you get better,
sweetie. We're prayin' for you." I appreciated that. My brother
wrote to say that his entire missionary district held a special fast for
me. They included me in their prayers. I was instantly grateful to
them. I think all those people are why the virus left my body and
I got better. (Actually, I don't know if the virus has left. It may
still be in my body. My platelet count has gone up, though, and
I consider myself better.)
I continued to have my platelet count monitored. I began
to go to the BYU Health Center once a month instead of once a
week. My count remained steady at 80,000 or higher. I remember the day my count rose about 100,000. I gave the nurse who
drew my blood a high five.
One night in January, my mom called. It was near midnight.
''Amy, I have to tell you something," she said. I sat Indian-style
against the wall in my apartment in Provo, Utah . I was in the
living room and the lights were off except for one small desk
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lamp in the corner. "Amy, Joanne called me," she began. Joanne
was the nurse from the oncology department in California. "She
said that you can't fax your platelet count results here anymore."
My curiosity heightened. Was the hospital's fax machine broken?
Did I need to start seeing a doctor in Provo instead of Los
Angeles? Was I all better? My mom began again. "Amy, I just had
to call you really quick and tell you this." She was silent for a few
seconds. "Dr. Sleight is dead." I gasped. The sound was so loud
that my roommates woke up and came into the room.
"What? How did he die?" I asked. Thoughts of diseases ran
through my head: AIDS, Parvo, cancer. He had lost all of his hair.
"He was killed in a car accident," my mom said. I was
stunned. I could see Dr. Sleight smiling at us with his bright
Hawaiian shirts, suggesting that I transfer schools and go to
BYU-Hawaii.
My mom and 1 spoke a little more and then she had to go. I
hung up the phone and was left in shock. My virus had come
unexpectedly. I went through a summer of painful and seemingly
tedious IV treatments, the last one being two days before I
returned to BYU in September. I had not had another treatment
since. The virus seemed to have disappeared. And my doctor was
now dead-not cancer, not Parvo, but a car accident.
On the third floor of the Kaiser Hospital on Sunset
Boulevard in Hollywood, Joanne still tends to the IV's and
needs of bright-eyed children. I know she loves them and their
families. Many of the children chat were there when I was probably
continue to visit the clinic regularly for treatment. They do so to
stay alive.
I attend BYU. I have not been to the oncology clinic for a
year and a half. The last time I got my platelets checked was four
months ago. I have a jogging class and run twelve to eighteen
miles a week. I count myself lucky to have good health.
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But I remember well the oncology department. I admire
our nurse, Joanne. She became a part of our lives. More than once,
I remember a little child who died of leukemia, and Joanne had to
call and tell their family. I think of the children there. Although I
don't really know them, I feel drawn to go back and visit. I cannot
begin to know what it is like to deal with the physical and emotional difficulties of having cancer. But I want to tell the children
that I love them. I want to tell them that they inspire me. For two
short months, we seemed to share a common understanding because
we sat fighting diseases on the threads of purple armchairs.
I I I
Sometimes people do not know how to act around those
who are different. Before I had a virus, I was never afraid or nervous around people who had illnesses, but I was ever aware of
their disease or handicap. I would observe how they acted and
performed tasks that I took for granted being able to do. When
I spoke with people who had a disease, there was a little cuckoo
clock in my brain that, every so often, would come out and say,
"Oh remember that he has cancer," or, "How remarkable that she
does all of these things even though she has AJDS."
What I learned was that the illness is a part of their lives,
but it is not their whole lives. I went to the doctor every week
when I had Parvo virus. I had to stop doing some things I normally loved to do. I went to the doctor around the same time
each week because I had to. Then I went on with my life.
I think of people with illnesses differencly now. I still admire
many of chem, but my little reminding cuckoo clock is gone.
People may have cubes in their noses or have to pull an oxygen
tank, but I see chem as I see everyone else. I do not chink of chem
as different anymore.
I cannot imagine what it would be like to have cancer. I
think of how I sat in a purple armchair next to children with
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cancer, each of us with an IV needle in our hands. I remember
feeling selfish because I had already grown up. I was nineteen. My
disease would go away. They were little children, beautiful and
full of energy. Many would probably die soon. But they didn't
think about that. They were kids who wanted to play as every
child does. Their parents cherished each day.
I think of the day I will return to the clinic. I imagine
myself driving through the busy streets of Los Angeles on a warm
Friday in June to visit a room full of big windows, purple armchairs, and young children receiving treatments. This time I will
no longer feel beckoned by the beach out the window, but by the
smiles and silent courage of a stalwart group on the third Aoor.
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Man Silently to His Wife
at the Meat Counter
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Alma Christl Call
My objection, chopped
like these two thick steaks
that I don't want but you must have.
Congratulations,
on such a good cut
not bleeding, cauterized
quickly with this carved
smile, for the butcher.
You must win, must say so aloud.
But, this is not a new pain,
this emptiness somewhere
between the rib and backbone,
as if a needle left over
from an old surgery
had wormed through a lung.
I know nothing
of surgery except the daily
operations of your voice, sterilized
like your formica eyes.
Your conversation, clinical.
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Each day an -ectomy.
Another part of me.
And the resentment
grows like an -oma.
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Chastity
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Jared Pearce
The scrub juniper exploding dark green life
and shadow around us, over us; the night hours when
even crickets have stopped dancing. Curiosity,
the eternal in another's body-sacred
individuality beyond touch-like the narrow
between clavicles. We treated each
other like temples, proselytes
approaching the holy. My nervousness
in sustaining distance and desire since in some months
I'd leave to try religion-I always wanted
to be a religious man. But I'm divining
the lonely freshness of a second skin moving
independently in synch-I'm sure snakes
are used to this-and hearing a voice say
wait, and walking home by moonlight and speaking
of rightness. I imagine, after a belly-full
of knowledge of good and evil, Adam and Eve spoke
of this-justification for wanting
to be so near another human person connected
to an idea of fallingIn love and engaged. Making out in the old pickup
in Prescott, spring, parched for each other
over months of abstinence. Dizzy communion, our bodies
signs, we walked along the cemetery
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where a bleached tombstone Gabriel spooked
us back to the comfort of the radio and reckless
driving. Laughing at ourselves we stopped only twice
on the road home to straighten make-up,
hairdos, excuses. Her mother only slightly noticed
the rosy flush at our throats in the morning.
We still smirk about that-the funny, moral
wriggling of being caught in love.
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AGlimpse from Bald Peak
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Jim Richards

n a summer morning at Hebgen Lake, Montana, waterskiing came first-always. We got to the lake every
morning at eight-thirty, just in time to feel the cold morning breeze surrender to the sun and see the ripples vanish
from the lake, leaving it a smooth, blue-green glass. Only this
morning the ripples didn't vanish.
"Well, what do you think, guys?" My dad turned his back
to the lake to face us, his hands on his hips.
"It'll calm down ," Mike said. Mike was sixteen, eight years
younger than me, bleach blond, and tan as leather. He fixed his
eyes on the lake in serious concentration, as if he could make the
ripples on the lake disappear psychokinetically. I stared at him
equally as hard, maybe hoping to move something too, inside of
him. He was a good kid-was. But lately he'd taken a dangerously
sharp exit off of the straight and narrow onto the rough road of
... drugs? Immorality? Who knew? Last year he started bawling
in the stake president's office where the whole family was gathered
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for the setting apart of my sister, Emily, who was leaving on a mission for Spain. We were going around, one by one, expressing
our affection for her; when we got to Mike, he burst into tears.
Mike, Mr. Non-emotional, Mr. Keep-it-all-inside started bawling, and it wasn't because Emily was leaving. Unfortunately, his
eyes were past crying now; they just stared into the lake, trying
to make it smooth, for another rush-of-a-ski ride.
"I don't know, it looks pretty choppy," I said to Mike,
whose eyes were still locked on the lake. My nine-year-old brother,
Eddie, was busy using a yellow, plastic bucket to dig in the sand.
He could care less about the lake, the weather, anything. He was
nine, and he was happy. Just like Mike used to be.
Dad walked down to the end of the dock, took off his felt
cowboy hat, rubbed his bald head, and looked at the mountains,
then the clouds, the lake, and back at the mountains; he was
playing prophetic weatherman.
"Well, what do you think, Nostradamus?" I yelled, cupping
one hand around my mouth.
"Looks like it's going to be windy for a while," Dad said,
walking back up the dock toward me and Mike.
"Amazing, absolutely amazing!" I said, shaking my head.
Mike looked at me and let out a short, breathy laugh. He stepped
off the gray dock onto the course sand, slipping his T-shirt off on
the way. He was getting big. The muscles in his back looked rock
hard as he lay stomach-down on the cool sand, using his shirt as
a pillow.
"It'll calm down," Mike said again.
Actually, he knew that Jenny and Stacy, his fine-fleshed
friends, would be coming down to the lake soon from their cabins.
For Mike, they were the next best thing to waterskiing. For the
girls, Mike was the best thing. And he knew it.
From the dock I co uld see across the corner of the lake into
the marshy meadow of tall grass where a moose meandered.
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From the meadow I could see where the pines began, growing
thicker and taller as the mountains got higher. From the edge of
the forest I could see where the terrain became rocky, steep, and
capped with clouds, the highest summit around-Bald Peak.
And from the look on my dad's face, and his Brigham
Young stance, I could see that today he wanted ro hike to the top.
And so did I.
"Let's do it, Dad," I said, raising my eyebrows.
''I've always wanted to. Do you think we can make it?" he
said, looking at his watch which he wore on the inside of his wrist.
"Well, I've been considering it lately, and I think if we ride
motorcycles ro Lionhead Ridge, " I pointed, "we can hike down
the other side and across, to the base of Bald Peak. From there we
should be able to climb the south side of the face."
"Well, we'll figure out how to approach it when we get
there," Dad said starring off toward the motorcycles, "Eddie,
come on." Eddie dropped the bucket, came running across the
sand, then stopped next to where Mike was lying in the sun.
"Come on, Mike," Eddie said. He wouldn't want to go; I
knew it, and Dad knew it. I wished so badly that he would come.
It wasn't that big of a deal, but with each little activity he missed,
he separated himself more and more from the family. Thinking
"better that he reject me than Eddie," I spoke up.
"Mike, come with us," I said. He acted like he hadn't heard
what we'd been talking about.
"What?" he mumbled, without raising his head.
"Hike Bald Peak with us."
"No ... " For a minute, I knew he remembered how much fun
we'd had on summer hikes in the past-to Coffin Lake, Lionhead
Mountain, Sheep Lake- if he would just come he would love it.
"No thanks," he added. Somehow, these little ways of distancing
himself were more painful than his times of emotional explosions
or running away.
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The morning was nearing noon, and I had to be to work at
Three Bear Restaurant waiting tables at six p.m. I figured three
hours up the peak and two hours back down would give me just
enough time to shower and drive to the restaurant in West
Yellowstone, about ten minutes from our cabin. We needed to
hurry, and for some brilliant reason we saved time by not preparing
a lunch for the hike. We grabbed an almost empty bag of sour
cream & onion chips, and a few small bottles of water. I had been
in these mountains plenty of times. We would manage.

I I

I

The motorcycle ride to Lionhead Ridge was about twenty
minutes for me, thirty for my dad and Eddie. Since I beat them
to the ridge, I had some time to listen to myself think-about
Mike. What had happened? He used to be so close to everyone
in the family, especially me. Now he was only close to his
"friends." We used to laugh together so much, now he would
hardly talk to me. Agitated by my thoughts, I listened to the
sounds of the mountains instead: a hawk screeching high above
the lodgepole pines; tree trunks creaking under the weight of the
breeze; grasshoppers whispering like rattlesnakes; sage-hens cooing from the thick brush; and eventually a couple of motorcycles
buzzing and echoing up the trail.
We parked our motorcycles behind trees on the hillside
where they couldn't be seen from the trail and started hiking
through the woods.
"I think if we cut across, down this side of the ridge, then
we will eventually come to the base of Bald Peak where we can
hike up," I said, ducking under a branch.
"We don't want to go too far down, though. We should
stay near the ridge," Dad said, helping Eddie over a fallen tree. If
there is one way my dad and I are alike, it's this: we're always
right. Well, I'm right, and he thinks he's right, especially when it
comes to the mountains.
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"If we stay near the ridge we'll have to come down eventually anyway to get to the base of the peak." I angled my path
slightly down the mountain.
"But if we don't stay near the ridge we won't be able to see
where the bottom of the peak is." He angled his path slightly
upwards and Eddie followed behind, picking up rocks and dropping them periodically.
This discussion ended like most between me and my dad,
without an agreement. Just me going my way and he going his.
We knew we'd end up in the same place. The only difference
was that he thought his way was best, and I thought mine was.
Actually, both ways turned out to be much more difficult than
we had imagined. The mountainside we traversed was steep and
there was no trail. We hiked with one leg about a foot uphill
from the other, an excruciating task for ankles. Then, when we
reached what we thought would be a gradual descent to the base
of the mountain we found a series of gullies and steep ravines.
For the whole hike we were either going straight down or straight
up through thick forest. By the time we got to the base of the
mountain we were already terribly tired and way behind schedule.
"Well, we made it ... to the base," I said, closing my eyes
to keep my sweat from burning them.
"Yeah, should we head back?" my dad said, taking off his
sweat-soaked hat.
"Yeah right, we've come this far," I said, shading my eyes to
try and locate the peak.
"You're doing great, Eddie. Can you believe this kid, hiking
like this at nine years old?" My dad patted him on the shoulder.
Eddie, mimicking, reached and patted my dad on his upper arm.
Dad was more patient with Eddie than with any other of his ten
kids. Maybe because Eddie was the tenth. He'd had a lot of practice. I don't think Eddie will ever know the stern and strict love
Dad raised me with. Dad was already Eddie's friend.
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When I was nine-years-old, he was only my dad. It wasn't
until I got back from my mission that we became friends, I think.
It's hard to tell with my dad. He keeps things inside, even from
Mom. Just like Mike. In a way, I think dad finds in his friendship with Eddie what he missed in Mike. I bet it hurts to be a
father, even a good one.
"If we switchback up here," I pointed, "then we can reach
that incline and climb straight up."
"It's too steep, we'll have to switchback at an angle heading
for the lower part of the ridge then walk up to the summit. " Dad
put his felt cowboy hat back on and motioned Eddie to start out
ahead of him. We moved up the mountain steadily on our separate
ways for the same destination.
It took us over an hour of switchbacks and bear-crawling
up rock slides to finally reach the summit. It was Awesome.
From the peak, looking east, we could see the blue entirety of
Hebgen Lake, straight ahead, stretched the wide yellow plains
where our cabin was; and on the right, we could see the squaremile city of West Yellowstone. I looked at the lake for a long
time from this distance, trying to see Mike, which I knew was
impossible.
The majestic view from Bald Peak was a natural witness
to me of an artistic creator, a testimony of God himself. I felt a
powerful reverence, and it made me mad-mad that Mike wasn't
next to me, feeling what I felt. I stood there staring at the lake,
inspired and frustrated , as the upward wind chilled my sweaty
clothes.
The stale sour cream & onion chips tasted delicious, but
didn't last long. Neither did the water. We had nothing left to
satisfy our hunger and thirst. Because of the valleys and steep
ravines we knew the hike home would be just as hard as the hike
up. It was four o'clock, and I needed to be clean, dressed, and
taking someone's order in two hours. For some reason I thought
I could still make it.
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"Dad, I think if we hike down the other side of the mountain
we can walk along the north ridge-line and make it home faster."
I untied my flannel shirt from my waist and put it on.
"You think so?" If he was about to agree with me, I knew
he must be exhausted. ''I'll try anything if we don't have to go
back the way we came. "
My dad stayed mid-way up the mountain while I hiked
down the other side to see if it was a possible alternative for a way
home. Eddie stayed at the top within Dad's sight. When I was
almost to the very bottom of the backside of the mountain, I
realized it would be impossible. I was surrounded by cliffs dropping
hundreds of feet into jagged rocks.
"Hey! Are you okay?" my dad shouted. He sounded
panicked, like he had shouted several times and I hadn't heard.
'Tm coming back up!" I shouted twice before he heard me.
When I got back up the mountain I bent over with my hands on
my knees, struggling to catch my breath. I felt my back and legs
cramping up. My tongue was dry as a cat's paw, and my temples
pulsed with pain. I had no water, and welcomed the sweat that
dripped down my face into the corners of my mouth. I took off my
flannel shirt, damp with sweat, and tied it around my waist.
My watch read 4:45 .
My dad and Eddie had started heading back down the
ridge-line and I caught up with them at the top of where we had
ascended the face.
'Tm going to have to hurry on ahead, Dad. I have to get to
work," I said between breaths.
"Right. Good luck," my dad said, without turning around.
The fastest way down, I figured, was to sit on my heels and slide on
the loose rocks. I did this for forty minutes before I got to the
bottom with aching knees and punctured palms from pushing
and balancing as I slid down the rocky face. Crossing the first
ravine, I realized that the flannel shirt I'd tied around my waist
was gone. I didn't even consider looking back.
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The next two hours of my journey were the most grueling
of my life. My body's resources were completely exhausted. My
stomach cramped and burned as if it were drying up. I couldn't
make more than ten steps up the steep hillside without stopping.
I was in the shadow of the mountain now as the sun got low, and
the mosquitoes came out to feed. I was too tired to brush them
away from my neck, my arms, my face. My body no longer
sweat, but endured a burning chill like a fever. The evening air
and swarms of mosquitoes made me really wish I had not lost my
flannel shirt. It was after six, but getting to work was not important,
just getting home alive.
Near the top of the last steep hillside, I was resting after
every step. Finally, my body refused to go on. I collapsed facedown, dizzy and dehydrated. Lying on my cramped stomach,
resting my head on my arm, I could see into a dry creek bed.
Buried in the sediment I saw the top of a plastic bottle. I reached
for the bottle and uprooted it from the earth. A Pepsi Big-Slam,
one liter. Muddy or not, I would drink it. As I twisted the dirty
lid I heard the refreshing burst of carbonation, a sharp hiss saying
the soda was still good. I put my flaky lips around the muddy
mouth of that bottle and drank nonstop till it was gone.
My body must have absorbed the liquid instantly because
my stomach felt empty within seconds after the drink. My
strength was revived enough to finish the ascent and make it to the
motorcycles, where I hopped on, rode home, and made it to
work an hour and a half late.
In the restaurant I cleared plates and took orders in a daze.
I wasn't there; I was wondering who had dropped that Pepsi and
suffered thirst so that I would survive. Maybe some hiker had
dropped it out of his pack on Lionhead Ridge last summer, and
the spring runoff had washed it down to right where I would
need it the next year. I marveled at how miraculously coincidental
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rhe whole thing was. It made me wonder if next year a tired hiker
might be caught in a storm and find my flannel shirt on the
mountainside to keep him warm. As I looked at the hungry
tourists eating all around me, I thought about these strange
events that make no sense until long after they transpire. Ir's like
every once in a while God gives us a glimpse from his direction.
He lets us look back and says, "See, see the way I weave?"
When I got home from work I wanted to tell Mike what
had happened, but he wasn't home. Dad had made it home, but
only after carrying Eddie, vomiting, and suffering early stages of
hypothermia and muscle spasms in his legs. I stayed awake for a
while, hoping Mike would come home so I could tell him about
the hike. Come home Mike, come home, I thought as I fell
asleep on the couch. He stayed out all night. I don't think my dad
slept at all. I'm sure my mom didn't. Mike, what are you thinking?
Give me a glimpse, God. Give me another glimpse.
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Breakfast Catechism
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Jared Pearce
Christianity has chosen symbols well-purifying
water, the voice of thunder and rushing
air-for the superstitious language that holds God.
But if He speaks in thunder, who hears
at 5: 19 in the morning?
Rain patters on the tin awnings over the windows;
good, I think, that the water comes and cleanses after
the voice of God has shaken the house-the wind
slams the hallway door and makes me start.
Tiny drops renew after God's mad preaching. Clouds
roll north into the mountains-again His voiceand again the rain and coolness comfort, but I'm unnerved
by the questions that listening brings to all discourse:
How, in the rumbling, do we discern mood or tense?
Is this a command, perhaps a complaint, in response to His all-knowing
glance on the dresser and bedclothes?
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On Grandmother's Couch
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Q. Woodward
The only doctor in Franklin, Idaho,
was drunk that night, so a midwife
caught my grandmother before she fell
onto the rough kitchen table.
Eighty-six years later, we sit
on her plastic-covered couch,
her scarecrow body slumping
into mine, her hands like
orange peels, curled
across my forearm, grabbing
at almost anything today.
Because I have hair she calls me
Nathan- her teenage gardener who says
he feels guilty each time my mother pays him.
All bald men are Arnold-her husband
twenty-eight years dead. This silent hour
is punctuated only by her battle
to breathe through thick phlegm
that refuses to rise.
The doctors we pay to preserve her
speak clinically, as if we are colleagues,
noting that things like this will run
a charted course. I sit, cradling her frame,
and count the tiptoe rhythm of her heart,
every measure nearing decrescendo.
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Spaces between Us:
The Dialogues of II and Elle
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Nicole M . Christensen

CT

I,

A

SCENE

I: Stage is black except for two spotlights that

suddenly illuminate IL and ELLE standing on opposite sides
of the stage.

IL: Two roads converged in a yellowed wood ...
And being two travelers ...
[Stage to black, then a spotlight on IL and ELLE again.]
ELLE: A.
IL: Being.
ELLE : Seen.
IL: Divided.
ELLE: Equals.
IL: Effectively.
ELLE: Geometrically.
IL: Adjusted.
ELLE : I.
[Stage to black.]

ELLE:

© 1999, Nicole M. Christensen
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Act I, Scene II
[ When stage lights come up ELLE is standing center stage and IL is
seated downstage facing away from each other. They move, sit, etc. to
their own interpretation throughout the remainder of the scene.]
ELLE: [addressing the audience] Am I alone now?
[IL sits on the side of the stage, staring off into the distance, not
responding.]
Is anyone there? Can anyone hear me?
ELLE: [more insistent, pointing to people in the audience] You, and
you, can't you hear me? I, I'm sure I can see you .... Maybe ...
. ' no use.
its
[ELLE proceeds to go to opposite side ofstage and sit, mirroring IL.]
IL: [Stands slowly surveying the audience, squinting; begins to walk
across the stage and suddenly notices ELLE.] Hello there. Can you
hear me? Hello? [ Walks over to ELLE and looks at her.] Ah, sleeping.
It figures. My travels always bring me back to here ... [Paces the
stage as he continues. Looks thoughtful for a moment.] Should I
wake her? No. That would be awfully inconsiderate. Perhaps she
has completed a hard day of work and needs her sleep. She may
have just completed a marathon. She could have just given birth!
She could be an insomniac for all I know. How could I wake her? I
don't even know her name-[ Thinks and looks back to ELLE.]
But, I would like to know her name. What could it be? Anne? No
. . . Beth, Claire, Diana, Elizabeth, Francie, Gidget, Helen ,
Isabelle, Jane, Katharine ... ah! I know where this leads [ very triumphantly]-Zelda! [Looks back to her.] No. Perhaps I should
wake her. I think so; perhaps she has been sleeping for hours. In
fact, she may have overslept and will be grateful that I woke her.
She has an appointment! Yes, something important I'm sure. So, I
will wake her. [Starts to walk towards her.] But how to wake her.
I could softly serenade her with Italian arias to gently rouse her
from slumber. Hmmm. I could pounce on top of her screaming
"The Germans are coming!" No! That's a terrible idea! But ... if
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it were done nude . .. [Looks excited.] No. Probably best not to
mention the Germans. I know! I'll ...
[She moans.]
Oh no. I've woken her .. .
ELLE: [ Yawns and stretches.] Oh, another day. Much to do, much
to do .. .
[IL walks over to her andfallows her around, trying to get her attention.]
Same thing every day ... busy, busy, busy.
IL: I'm sorry to have woken you, I was only trying ...
ELLE : I'm already late .. .
IL: Let me introduce myself ...
ELLE: The appointments, the meetings! Always piling up .
[Notices IL far the first time.] Excuse me. You're in my way ...
IL: I'm sorry, very sorry. Please, my name is ...
ELLE: I'm too busy right now .. .
IL: No, you don't understand .. .
ELLE: I'm perfectly happy. Please go . .. [Stops, freezes, as does IL,
and looks out at the audience.] Well, maybe not perfectly happy ...
But I'm okay . .. and I'm busy.
[Sets offagain hurrying about the stage.]
IL: [Looking exasperated, watches her far a moment.] Stop it before
I shoot!
ELLE: [Suddenly halts, turns and looks at him.] What?!
IL: I said, [ Clears his throat.] please stop and listen to me.
ELLE: No, you didn't. You said, "Stop it before I shoot." And you
screamed it as I recall . . .
IL: [ Thinks.] That's not how I remember it.
ELLE: What?
IL: I said, that's not how I ...
ELLE: No, no, I heard you. Shoot what? You said you were going
to shoot ...
IL: [ Thinks.] Oh, I don't know. It just seemed like the thing to say
at the time.
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[She starts walking away.]
Well I cried being polite with you ...
ELLE: Tried?! When? I never heard you ...
IL: Just now! I was trying to get your attention just a few moments
ago when you were ...
ELLE: No you weren't. I saw you, don't think I didn't see you.
You've been sitting by yourself for the longest time. You prefer
solitude. You chink I didn't see. You want to be alone.
IL: I feel quite lonely right now ...
[Pause.]
ELLE: What?
IL: I said, I feel more alone around others, than by myself.
ELLE: Strange man. What do you want?
IL: I want truth.
[Pause.]
ELLE: I want happiness.
IL: Then we seek the same destination.
ELLE: Do you chink so?
IL: Yes.
ELLE: Perhaps.
[IL walks away from ELLE and sits down facing away. She watches
him, turns away, then turns back and begins walking toward him as
she confronts him ... ]
ELLE: So we're talking, don't leave now. Tell me about yo urself,
where have you been?
IL: [not looking at her] I have been everywhere and nowhere. The
paths I have traveled in solitude have brought me back, always,
to the same place, the same questions. A bit changed from the
journey I grant you, but always my solitary trips have brought
me to chis place ...
ELLE: [speaking to no one] I have been nowhere and everywhere.
In a group, on a schedule I have seen it all and understood nothing.
So much to learn and see. But I find I am always bored now ...
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[IL and ELLE suddenly look at each other.]
Together: What did you say?

[Pause.]
IL: You must have places to go .. .
ELLE: And you must have places .. . also.

[Pause.]
ToGETHER: Yes.

[Pause.]
[Exit off of opposite sides of the stage.]

Acr I,

SCENE

III

[Spotlight on IL and ELLE.]
IL: Jade.
ELLE: Came.
IL: Elegantly.
ELLE: Eminently.
IL: Entering.

[Stage to black.]
[Scene opens with IL and ELLE on stage in their original positions as
they had been when the play first began.]
IL: There's the seats, the feel of the air ... I'm sitting on a stage
of some kind [Looking around] ... yes this definitely has a familiar
feel to it ...
ELLE: He said we'd been through it all before.
IL: [Pointing to the audience.] You, and you ... have we met
before? Little balding man! It's all very strange.
ELLE: He said it was like being damned to daily reincarnation to
the same hell ...
IL: I wonder if someone would care to tell me just what's going
on? I don't understandELLE: He never understood .. .
IL: [to the audience] Someone just tell me what I'm supposed to do!
ELLE: He created it all himself ...
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IL: I have no control! None at all over this craziness! You're all fakes!
ELLE: We both were creators, at least I thought ... There was a
time I was so sure, but then he said ...
IL: [ferociously, pointing at the audience while speaking but afterwards
turning so he points at ELLE] You LIE!
ELLE: [desperate] He convinced us both.
IL: It IS a stage and we're helpless puppets. [Sad laughter.]
Puppets and fools. No one's ever shed any light on this dark
play ....
ELLE: I chose the company of fools over solitary night ...
But it is darker now ....

[Stage to black.]

Act I, Scene IV
[Spotlight on IL and ELLE.]
ELLE: Only.
IL: People's.
ELLE: Curiosities.
IL: Are.
ELLE: Essential.

[Stage to black.]
[IL and ELLE on opposite sides ofthe stage, facing diagonally away
from each other. They speak and react as if they are talking face to
face.]
ELLE: If I begged you to love me, would you?
IL: No.
ELLE: If I begged you to stay, would you?
IL: No. I will leave you. Don't you understand?
ELLE: If I showed you why it is wrong, what you will lose, would
you see?
IL: Our eyes are already closed! I see my own path. I see my own
light. It is enough ...
ELLE: You are trading gold for stones, don't you see that?! Do you
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know what you choose?
IL: I am choosing my own path.

[Short pause.]
You caught me by surprise. I was not ready for you. I see this ...
that it is your fault.
ELLE: So you have chosen. I will be miserable. Will you be happy?

[Silence.]
Your choice?
IL: You made me choose. I did not want to.
ELLE: You will be happy?
IL: Perhaps I made the wrong choice. I will know years from now
. . . maybe not years . . . maybe not ever . . . sometime down the
road I'll look back and ... there's no way to ever know! Don't you
see?

[Sinks down to his knees.]
ELLE: [soft(y] The wrong choice?
IL: Pity me.
ELLE: Pity? I am your castoff, your Unwanted. You walked away.
Now you ask of me . ..
IL: Please. I can barely hear you.

[Short pause.]
Your face is familiar. What is happening?
ELLE: You have forgotten already. We're both in pieces you know.
And you've forgotten. Isn't that the way it is? Didn't I try to warn
you? What will become of us?
IL: I don't know.
ELLE: What was your name?
IL: What was yours?
ELLE: It's a tragedy you know.
IL: No. It could have been prevented.
ELLE: A fine drama then.
IL: It means nothing.
ELLE: It means everything.
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IL: I am the fool.
ELLE: We play the fools.
IL: We were never wise enough for the part.
ELLE: What was your name?
IL: Ah, it is time to say goodbye I think.
ELLE: You said goodbye before you knew me.
IL: Is it too late?
ELLE: Never.
IL: Then we begin where we left off.
ELLE: No. Begin anew.

[Stage to black.]
ACT

I, SCENE V

[Spotlight on IL and ELLE.]
IL: Tears ...
ELLE: Ubiquitous.

[Stage to black.]
ELLE: Hello? Where is everyone? Can you hear me ... ?
IL: Can you hear me? Where are you?
ELLE: I'm here. I promise I'm here. But where are you?
IL: I'm HERE! I'm HERE! COME FIND ME! [Laughter that turns
somewhat mad.] Someone come find me . . . [softer, aching!,
Someone come help me .. .
ELLE: Help me ...

[ The sound of wind.]
It was an echo ...
IL: Only an echo.
ELLE: No one heard me ...
IL: Hear me ...
ELLE: He MUST be out there ...
IL: Where am I? Where are you?
ELLE: There's no one.
IL: There's only one.
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[Short pause.]
[Bright white light shines from above the stage in a small circle onto
stage center.]
IL: What is it? Hello?

[Male voice from offstage, fatherly, quiet, peaceful.]
V01cE: I know.
IL: (frightened] Who are you?
Vo1cE: I am here. Come.
IL: What is this?
[IL's face is suddenly illuminated as it comes into the light onstage.

One ofhis hands starts to go into the light as he smiles and looks up.]
ELLE: [Laughter, self-righteous, mocking.]
[IL, shocked, looks toward the laughter and disappears from the light.]
What are you doing?

[More laughter.]
IL: I don't know, I don't understand, I only . ..
ELLE: Fool! Just like you said, we're all fools, but now you've forgotten?!

[Laughter.]
IL: Have we all forgotten?
ELLE: A pathetic image. You on the stage alone, hopeless. You've
stolen my role, the one I made famous ...
IL: The victim.
ELLE: Are you? Tell me, are you?!

[Short pause.]
V01cE: You are ashamed.
IL: [Face again illuminated by the light.] I don't understand. Is it
possible?
ELLE: Absurd.
IL: But the light ...

[Spotlight vanishes, stage lights come up, IL and ELLE are next to
each other onstage. IL is crouched down on the stage, ELLE is standing
beside him.]
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IL: It's gone. Where did it go? Where is . ..

[Frantically starts darting about the stage, looking under and around
imaginary objects.]
ELLE: What do you seek?
IL: Truth.
ELLE: [Strikes a match and holds it to the audience.] Look.

[IL keeps frantically searching.]
Look!
[IL freezes and looks over at her, transfixed by the flame; approaches

her slowly, entranced.]
ELLE: You want truth? [sadly]
Here.

[IL reaches up to the light and Elle blows it out. Stage black.]
AcT

I, ScENE VI

[Spotlight on IL and ELLE.]
ELLE: Vetoes.
IL: Double your.
ELLE: Expertness.
IL: Why?
ELLE: Zero.

[Stage to black.]
[IL and ELLE are in the same positions with same lighting from
Scene One.]
ELLE: [addressing the audience] Am I alone now?
[IL sits on the side of the stage, staring off into the distance, not
responding.]
Arn I alone now? Is anyone there? Can anyone hear me? [more
insistent-pointing to people in the audience]
You, and you, can't you hear me? I ...
IL: [Stands suddenly and addresses ELLE.]
Okay, give it a rest . ..
ELLE: I beg your pardon.
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IL: No you don't, you .. . well all right. There. You're pardoned.
ELLE: What?
IL: You begged, I granted, full of grace as I am. But please stop
this incessant questioning.
ELLE: I only wanted to know if ...
IL: You know very well that they can hear you. Just like I could
hear you. But is anyone listening?
ELLE: Well, you obviously heard me.
IL: I was participating in the rarest activity yet known to man. I
was thinking. I was deep in meditative thought, when your incessant questioning shattered the fragile shell of my contemplation.
ELLE: Oh that was beautiful. And I'm sorry that I disturbed
you.
IL: I think that you're the more disturbed.
ELLE: Pardon?
IL: Granted.
[Short pause.]
ELLE: Look, I'm busy.
IL: I believe it.
ELLE: You're mocking me.
IL: Am not.
ELLE: Are too!
IL: D2 ... No I'm not. Ask them.
[Smiles and points to the audience.]
[Man in black comes running across the stage, screaming, ranting,
pulling his sweatshirt o.lf--a black T-shirt underneath-and flings
the sweatshirt onto I L's head as he runs past IL and ELLE.]
IL: [Stands in shock and reaches up to touch the sweatshirt now
draped casually over his head.]
Well, then, that was ... totally uncalled for.
[ Tries to stand with some dignity.]
ELLE: [Bursts out in uncontrollable laughter, pointing at his head,
tries several times to regain her composure, and is unsuccessful.]
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IL: What? What?
[ELLE continues Laughing.]
IL: They really need to do something about this. [Pointing in the

direction of the man in black.] This could be dangerous . I could
have, well, I could have lost something.

[Man in black comes running across the stage as before in opposite
direction twirling black pants above his head-revealing red polkadot boxers-and runs up to IL and drapes the pants over his shoulder
and continues wildly offstage.]
ELLE : [Breaks out in uncontrollable laughter.]
IL: Ahem. [ Clears his throat repeatedly, getting louder, hoping to
silence ELLE's laughter. Finally speaks.] You know, it's not one bit
funny. [dryly] I'm just glad he wasn't wearing armor. I could have
been killed.
ELLE : [laughing] Oh, that would have been, that would have
been ... [IL glares at her.] that would have been terrible.
[ELLE turns away to hide her laugh; the man in black emerges again

twirling his red polka-dot boxers with a board reading "Censored"
covering his midsection; man runs directly into ELLE, knocking her
to the floor, and flinging the boxers in her direction.]
IL: [Smiles and slowly walks over to ELLE, so enraged she can't speak;
stands rocking at her feet smiling.]
[Furious, ELLE picks up the boxers and throws them at IL; IL takes
them.]
Well thank you. They'll fit just fine . Yes, really good quality
actually.
[IL extends a hand to help ELLE up.]
ELLE: No. You're a royal idiot, you know that? A raving lunatic.
Just look at you.

[Stands up.]
IL: You're absolutely right. What was I thinking? [Proceeds to place

boxers upside down on his head.] Your majesty. [Bows.]
[ELLE turns trying to remain annoyed.]
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I realize that you, pinnacle of tolerance and advocate of lunatics
everywhere, you could not possibly be offended. Surely you of all
people can find the humor here.
[ELLE is still defiant though smiling; IL takes boxers off of head.]

To return to your earlier question, I ...

[Man in black reappears with nothing but ''censor" sign, large
bunny slippers, and a black top hat, begins running across the stage
yelling.]
Do you mind? [pointing to the man] We're having a moment here.
[Man stops abruptly, turns dejected, and walks offthe stage.from side
he entered.]
ELLE: You were saying?
IL: To answer your earlier question ... [ Clears throat, looks away,

looks back.] I was listening.
[IL walks slowly past ELLE offstage, lights out.]
AcT II,

ScENE 1

ELLE: Zero.
IL: Wise.
ELLE: Experts.

[Stage to black.]
[Lights come up; IL and ELLE are seated facing one another at a
small table, pantomiming a meal conversation.]
IL: So, where did you say you were from?
ELLE: California.
IL: Oh ... they must have lots of ... stuff in California ...
ELLE: Yes.

[Scene .freezes for the following and all subsequent asides as ELLE
talks facing the audience . . . ]
ELLE: [aside] Well, you're a scintillating conversationalist.
IL: I mean, I've just heard it's really, uh, crowded there.
ELLE: Yes.

[Freezes.]
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IL: [aside, facing audience] Well, you're a scintillating conversationalist.
IL: [to ELLE] So, are there really, a lot of people back home?
[Freezes.]
ELLE : [aside] I can't believe chis.
ELLE: [to IL] Uh, yes.
[Freezes.]
IL: [aside] Come on! Throw me a bone, I'm dying here!
ELLE: So, where are you from?
IL: North Dakota.
ELLE : Oh . . . [ Turning head to give disturbed expression to audience and refacing IL.] Boy that's ... unusual. I didn't know if
anyone actually lived up there. I thought maybe we'd sold off
North Dakota to Canada twenty years ago [Laughs but stops when
sees IL sstony response.]
IL: No, I'm from North Dakota.
[ELLE begins speaking to the audience, moving around to her own
interpretation. Through the next monologue, IL is .frozen in background.]
ELLE: T his is just unbelievable. Am I sitting here, listening to
this backwater turkey ramble about North Dakota? Some hick
that I met, no, not through a friend, not through work, not even
a dating service, but the Internet? I have hit a new low. It's not
like I'm some loser. I graduated from college five years ago with
an Ivy League degree and loan payments to prove it. Now, I have
a great job-okay it's a good job, but in a few years I'll move up
the ladder. Point is, I'm successful, right? I'm in good shape, literate, I know what's going on in the world. But you want to hear
about my day? Well, I'll spare you the gory detai ls, but it has so
far been twelve hours of raw, backbreaking, nerve-wracking,
knuckle-whitening, traffic-jamming, muscle-cramping, pantyhose-running, raining, slipping, falling hell! [Short pause.]
Wasn't I supposed to be happy?
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[Sits back down in her chair-IL comes to life.]
ELLE: This isn't happiness.
IL: What? You don't like the food?
ELLE: Yes-never mind.
[ELLE .freezes.]
IL: [to .iudience] Never mind? Okay, fine. Don't eat your $25 dinner, which I'm paying for, thank you very much. Maybe for a city
girl that's no big deal, but for a boy from North Dakota-well.
You want to know how often my family ate out at nice restaurants
when I was growing up? Oh, lee's see .. . NEVER. Yeah, chat's
right. Big occasions growing up-well, I just picture Mom, laughing, making enough food to feed the county. Those are some of
my best memories, actually. I don't have an important diploma,
well, only high school, but chat doesn't count I know. You know
what I do right now? I paint. No, not one of those sophisticated
Rembrandt or Monet types. I paint houses, and fences through a
little company I own. Hey, it does all right, people like to keep
fresh paint on their homes, despite what's going on inside of
chem. But I never go to a fancy place like chis. What am I doing
here? It's not a question-what am I doing, period. My first time
on the Internet too, and I start talking to her. What was I thinking? What am I so desperate to find that I'd stand for this . . .
[Sits.]
ELLE: I'm glad to be sitting. I'm so tired.
IL: But where's-the rest?
ELLE: At the end of the day, I'm always looking for a rest ... I
think we all need it.
IL: We do.
ELLE : [Raises gks to toast with IL.] To sleep, perchance to dream . ..
IL: Of the rest.
[ Glasses clink.]
[Stage to black.]
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II, SCENE II
[Spotlight on IL and ELLE .]

ACT

ELLE: Double your ...
IL: Vehemence.
ELLE: Using.
IL: Teaching.

[Stage Lights up; IL center stage seated in a chair. He moves around,
stands, etc., during this scene to his own Liking. He is addressing the
audience.]
IL: I've got a problem. Do you want me ro tell you? No, no, I
shouldn't; you've all got problems of your own, and who am I to
be burdening you with my petty things? After all, shouldn't I be
an alpha male? Strong, burly, able to bend tall sycamores with my
bare hands ... I don't need advice, right? [Short pause.] I don't
know what the hell I'm talking about. I don't even know what an
alpha male is. I just read that in some magazine and I thought,
well shoot, I'll be an alpha male. But what about beta males?
Why don't we hear about them? Is there a gamma male? [Laughs.]
Or females, why is this designation only male? Hi there, are you
an epsilon female? You look like you'd go well with a theta male.
What the hell is an epsilon female? Or male? Well, forget it. So
I'll tell you my problem. It's greetings. I never know what to say
after "Hi. " I mean, you can't very well just say "Hi" and leave it
at that. It's, "Hi, how are you?" But maybe I don't care how you
are, I'm just walking by and I want to say "Hi," and "How are
you?" just gets tacked onto the end like some kind of vestigial
limb. It's the veritable pinky toe of the greeting world. "Hi, how
are yo u, don't answer!" I know it's horrible. But I know you all
think this. You're walking down the street and someone you recognize is coming towards you and what do yo u say? "How are
things?" or "How are you?" or "How's it going?", right? Has anyone ever said something besides "Fine," or "Great," or "Okay," in
response? Would you care if they did?
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[ELLE

enters ftom stage right and talks as she hurries across the

stage.]

Hey there! Long time no see!
IL: There's a reason for that.
ELLE: Have a good one! Bye!
IL: No, no, that was too fast. I bet she just didn't hear me, so she
assumed of course, that I'd said ...
[ELLE walkingftom stage left to stage right.]
ELLE: Hi!
IL: Hi.
ELLE: How's it going?
IL: My hand just fell off-just absolutely fell off at the wrist,
right into my lap, blood everywhere ...
ELLE: Hey great, talk to you later!
[Short pause.]
IL: Now that's just sad. Where does this come from? Who started
chis ... ?
ELLE: Hello again.
IL: Oh brother.
ELLE: You don't look too well today-are you okay?
IL: Actually, I've got some really bad diarrhea, and you know,
things have just been moving through me so fast ...
ELLE: Wow that's neat! Well, I've gotta run. See you!
[Exits.]
IL: So, chat's my problem. Not the digestive tract thing, the greeting thing. But what's the alternative? I asked a friend about chis
once. He said, tell them you appreciate them. But I'm trying to
see how chat would play out. "Hi there! You know, I appreciate
you." What does the other person respond? "Thanks. Seek counseling"? Another friend suggested a compliment. Something like,
"Hi! I like that sweater you're wearing." I could see this occasionally working with a female friend , but with a guy? If some guy
walked past me and complimented my slacks I think I'd be worried.
ELLE:
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I'd be thinking, Why did Bob just compliment my slacks? Is there
something on them? Is my fly down? Is he gay? This is a bad thing,
definitely not an improvement over "How are you?"
ELLE: [ Walking.from stage right to left.] Hey there! Nice tie.
IL: She wants me.

[Stage to black.]

II, ScENE III
[Spotlights on IL and ELLE.]

AcT

ELLE: Essentials.
IL: Are.
ELLE: Curious.
IL: Pieces.
ELLE: Only.
IL: Understood.

[Stage to black. Stage lights up. Side view ofELLE lying on ground
stage left, IL lying as a mirror image to ELLE stage right.]
ELLE : Hello?
IL: Hello?
ELLE: Uh, you, over there. Come help me up.
IL: Come help you up? Whatever for?
ELLE: Because

I want to get up.

IL: Well get up then.
ELLE: But I can't.
IL: You can't? What's wrong with you? Leg broken or something?

I just ... I don't know. I want you to come over here
and pull me up.
IL: That's absurd. If you want to get up on your feet, just stand up.
ELLE: No.
IL: You haven't even tried.
ELLE: Yes I have.
IL: When?
ELLE: Just now.
ELLE: No.
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[Pause.]
ELLE: There, I tried again. See, it's no use.
IL: I don't believe you. You're not trying at all.
ELLE: Okay, fine. [exaggerated groaning] There. I really tried.
Now come over here and help me.
IL: In case you haven't noticed, I too am lying prostrate on the
ground.
ELLE: Oh. Well, why don't you get up?
IL: Why would I want to do that? I rather like it down here.
ELLE: Like it? Why?
IL: Well, one has a brilliant view of the stars.
ELLE: What stars? It's the middle of the day, you idiot!
IL: Yes, all right, it's day.
ELLE: And a cloudy day I might add!
IL: But I imagine that if it weren't a cloudy day, one would have
a brilliant view of the stars ...
ELLE: Oh that's fine, just fine.
IL: Look, I don't have to justify myself to you. If you don't like it,
get up and go. I wish that you would, in fact.
ELLE: What's that sound?
IL: What sound?
ELLE: It sounds like a rumbling, or a volcano ... or some sort of
engine?
IL: Anything's possible.
ELLE: Could it be a car?
IL: The fact that we're lying in the middle of a road makes it a
definite possibility.
ELLE: Then perhaps we'd better leave.
IL: Go ahead.
ELLE: Well, help me up ... It's essential that someone help me up!
IL: I'm not listening ... [overlapping ELLE's next line] la, la, la, la,
la, la, la ...
ELLE: Get your butt off the ground and help me!
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IL: [Arches his back so his butt is off the ground.] Is chat better?
ELLE: Oh, shut up!
IL: Hmm, the roar is getting louder.
ELLE: How observant of you.
IL: Perspicacious is my middle name. Say, I remember a crack in
the road between us.
ELLE: It matches the one in your head.
IL: That was bitter. Someching's definitely coming our way.
ELLE: Yes, something's coming.
IL: I can hear the wheels scraping across the hot pavement now ...
ELLE: You can not. I barely hear a distant rumbling.
IL: My senses are more acute. The gears are gleaming as they
speed along the pavement.
ELLE: You're imagining things.
IL: An unpredictable driver swerves his vehicle left, then right,
then left ... only a few more feet and then ...
ELLE: I/umps up off the ground and yells.] Ahh! We're going to be
hie!

[Small boy enters stage opposite ftom ELLE on a tricycle, peddles
across the stage. ELLE watches, then bows her head.]
IL: [Jumps up.] Well, chat was dramatic. I honestly didn't know
how it would turn out.
ELLE: You could've helped me up.
IL: I could have. But now you don't need me. I set you free.
ELLE: I set myself free.
IL: [Lays back down.] If you say so.
[ELLE walks offstage; lights out.]
AcT

II, ScENE IV

[Spotlights on IL and ELLE.]
IL: Important.
ELLE: Elements.
IL: Come.
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ELLE: Jailed.
IL: I.
ELLE: A child.
IL: Jeered.

[Stage to black. Spotlight on ELLE in middle ofstage.]
ELLE: Question: are we more alone in solitude or in a crowd?
Does loneliness increase in direct proportion to the amount of
space between one person and another? Or is it something else
entirely? [Short pause.] I've often wondered about this because
sometimes, surrounded by people, even friends, I feel suddenly
much more removed than when simply by myself. Isn't that
strange? When I am alone, there is only one voice that I hear. I
hear myself But then, in a crowd-I hear what everyone else is
saying, but I can't hear my own voice. And if they're not listening
to me, and I can't even hear me, then where have I gone? Have I
disappeared? Where could I find me? In solitude. But is solitude
without others? Or something else? [Short pause.] In a group or
by myself, I am one, I am alone, I am in solitude, though not
necessarily lonely. Lonely is a place where the voices you long to
hear can no longer be heard. It is not an empty space-loneliness
is when the space within you is filled with everything around
you, and what is within you has been silenced. Lonely and alone
are strangers you meet; but solitude you invite to stay.

[Stage to black.]

II,

V
[ The following are said in quick succession.]

AcT

ScENE

ELLE: Goodbye.
IL: Hello.
ELLE: We play like always.
IL: But, yes.
ELLE: But, no.
IL: Yes.
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ELLE: I suppose.
IL: Of course.
ELLE: Not at all.
IL: Absolutely.
ELLE: Uh . . .
IL: No!
ELLE: That's me!
IL: Yes!
ELLE: Yes! So ...

IL: No, you messed up that time!
ELLE: Ah, yes.
IL: No. For you, no.
ELLE: Yes.

[Short pause.]
IL: Again, one more time?
ELLE: Begin.

IL: Finish.
ELLE: My life.

IL: My life.
ELLE: Happiness.
IL: Education .
ELLE: But no! That's not true . . .
IL: It depends on the professor .. .
ELLE: It depends on the student.
IL: The truth.
ELLE : Philosophy.

IL: Religion.
ELLE: Political science.

IL: Oh, that ...
ELLE : You messed up that time!

IL: Like always.
ELLE: Like never.
IL: We play like .. .
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ELLE: Children.
IL: Adults.
ELLE: The truth is somewhere ...
IL: Between us.
ELLE: Hello.
IL: Goodbye.
AcT

I,

SCENE

VI

ELLE: Genius.
IL: Affects.
ELLE: Immediate.
IL: Decisions . ..
ELLE: Sleep.
IL: Becomes.
ELLE: Awake.

[Stage to black. IL and ELLE in original positions.]
IL: And so we've traveled one road.
ELLE: Two roads converge.
IL: Many roads converge.
ELLE: Two roads diverge.
IL: Today.
ELLE: Each day.
IL: Each moment.
ELLE: As two diverge.
IL: Two converge.
ELLE: And on and on
IL: Ad infinitum.
ELLE: Have I known you?
IL: [to the audience] Have I known you?
ELLE: [to the audience] Have I known anyone?
IL: [to the audience] Have you known anyone?
ELLE: But yes.
IL: But no.
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and IL: But of course.
[Short pause.]
IL: I'll tell you a problem.
ELLE: I'll tell you nothing.
IL: [Walking toward ELLE.] Together.
ELLE: [Looking away.] Alone.
IL: Once upon a time, in a village.
ELLE: A city, a country, a space ...
IL: Far, far away.
ELLE

[Looking at IL.] Right here ... [Looking at the audience.]
Between us.
IL:Aman.
ELLE: A woman, a child.
IL: Said, "Hello."
ELLE: Goodbye.
IL: "Can you hear me?"
ELLE: No.
IL: One answered.
[Pause.]
ELLE: No one?
[Pause.]
IL: No.
ELLE: One?
IL: [Pause, smile.] Yes.
[Stage to black.]
ELLE:

END OF PLAY
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